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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this book is to provide guidance for Soccer Coaches who would
like to use the Web to support the development of the players they coach…that is
using the Web to SUPPORT your coaching not INSTEAD of your coaching
We accept that the basis of player development is the face to face
interaction between the coach and the player but research we have
conducted1 shows clearly that this is not the only way coaches are
now engaging with players - Soccer Coaches are using the Web
extensively to support their coaching.
The book is grounded in – PRACTICAL APPLICATION –in how to develop
KNOWLEDGE and SKILLS to assist the soccer coach develop their players.
I assume you are reading this book and considering enrolling our Online Course:
‘How to use the Web to support Player Development’ (see
www.sportspath.com) because you would like to extend your players’
participation in soccer, retain their enjoyment of the game, develop them as
individuals and improve their ability. I further assume that you believe your
players can learn when you are not physically with them – you accept you are not
their only medium to learn the game.
But I realize you want to spend as little time as possible finding out
how to use the Web. So please check out the ‘As a Minimum’ and ‘Take Home
Message’ at the end of each chapter for those who are time stressed.
In his brilliant book, ‘Getting Smart: How Digital Learning is Changing the
World’ 2 Tom Vander Ark challenges educationalists as to whether they will
become ‘Web victims’ or ‘Web champions.’
So if you want to take advantage of the Web, add value to your coaching, learn
new skills, extend and enhance the learning environment you create for your
players …to become a ‘Web champion’ please enjoy this book. I don’t expect you
to use all the tools and functions listed but we hope you will try some and as such
be comfortable dipping into the Web for help.
Robin M Russell. London, October, 2013

1

See end of this Chapter for the sample of coaches surveyed
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http://gettingsmart.com/about/book/
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CHAPTER 1: Why use the Web to support
Player Development?
As part of the research for this book we analyzed the results of
our online survey from over 500 practicing Soccer Coaches 3 in
Europe, Asia and North America. The top 5 reasons given by
these coaches as to why they used the Web to support the
development of their players were as follows:
1. The Player is encouraged to take more OWNERSHIP of their own
development.
2. It’s an EXTENSION of the coaching session for the players.
3. An opportunity to REINFORCE MESSAGES when they are away from
the coach.
4. It’s an opportunity to provide ADDED VALUE to the coaching they
receive from our club and this DIFFERENTIATES us from other clubs.
5. It maximizes the CONTACT TIME the coach has with the players.
In this book we will provide over 100 examples of how Soccer Coaches are
using the Web to support their coaching: the examples provided are from all
levels of Soccer (Grassroots, Recreational & Elite Youth Soccer as well as
School, College and Professional Soccer) from both the male and female
game from across the world.
In this Chapter we aim to outline the following:
The value of using the Web to support soccer coaching and player
development.
How this book and the companion Online Course develop skills for you
to apply IMMEDIATELY!
How the Web has become an integral part of our lifestyle and good
practice in mainstream education.
3

See end of this Chapter for the sample of coaches surveyed
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1. Benefits of Using the Web to support Player
Development
10 Benefits for your Players
It’s a SIMPLE, COST EFFECTIVE & CONVENIENT means of
communication to ENGAGE them
Gives them more RESPONSIBILTY for their own learning
Can INSPIRE them to practice
Helps make learning EXCITING – its not PASSIVE
Allows them to INTERACT with you and SHARE in a community with
their teammates.
PERSONALIZES their learning – their personalized goals, homework
and feedback
You will be communicating with them in THEIR LANGUAGE as they
will almost certainly use the Web ALREADY to support their general
learning
With ONLINE SUPPORT, players have the opportunity to gain
knowledge through different MODES OF LEARNING
Helps them recognize that learning is NOT A ONE TIME EVENT – IT’S
ONGOING!
They can enjoy a FULL RANGE OF MEDIA– video, text, graphics,
photos, audio & links to other sites.
10 Benefits for you, the Coach
DIFFERENTIATES you as a modern coach who ADDS VALUE
Maximizes CONTACT TIME with players to do what you do best – set
problems for your players and coach them
EXTENDS your coaching philosophy
Allows you to BLEND online support with face to face support
Builds an online profile and NETWORK with other coaches GLOBALLY
A simple, quick cost effective way to keep UP TO DATE
ARCHIVES your material digitally to store and retrieve easily
You can begin to SHARE and PUBLISH the material you have found
and developed
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FLEXIBLE learning for you in ‘chunks' where you can dip in and dip
out
EVALUATES your coaching and your coaching program.

10 Benefits for your Club, School, College, Soccer Camp or Soccer
Program
Adds VALUE to your Program – players and parents are finding new
ways to learn on their own
Can Provide CONTENT for SPECIALISED PLAYERS e.g. Goalkeepers
PARENTS will expect communication via the Web
KEEPS IN TOUCH with parents and players you see irregularly e.g.
select team players like ODP in the USA or players attending holiday
courses
BLENDS WITH ONLINE ADMINISTRATION as many clubs now
have full online communication with players, parents & coaches
COMMUNITY: help in building a network of players, parents and
coaches who can support each other’s learning through collaboration
CAPTURES BEST PRACTICE – video outstanding player
performances and coaching practices from one era for subsequent
generations
It’s USER FRIENDLY: The learner is less embarrassed to ask
questions than in the classroom & allows for more opportunity for
reflection, which is especially valuable for adult learning
Provides material in other LANGUAGES as required
DEVELOPS online learning revenues as premium content is
developed.
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References from coaches who use the Web

Paul Nevin, Senior Coach Aspire Academy, Qatar:
“The Web provides the ability to communicate with players: it offers
additional contact time. I think the modern coach must embrace the use of
technology and appreciate the way it can aid development.”

Jason Blake, Youth Academy Director, Burnley FC, English
Championship
“I feel coaching is slowly catching up with modern methodologies, of
which the use of technology to communicate is vital in the modern age for
players, parents and staff.”

The Web is not going to go away! It’s here to stay and will only get
bigger.
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2. How this book and our Online Course will
help to meet your needs
This book will help you gain the KNOWLEDGE to use the Web – help you
KNOW ABOUT how to use the Web.
Our Online Course will help you learn the SKILLS to use the Web –
RELEVANT SKILLS which you can put into use immediately: the KNOW
HOW of using the Web to help player development.
Implicit in the Online Course is that learners wish to develop a simple
digital resource (e.g. a blog or a Facebook page) to share content with
their players.

Which topics will be covered?
This book will help you KNOW ABOUT the topics listed below, whilst on
completion of the Online Course you will have learnt how to employ the
appropriate Web TOOLS to use these skills:
1.

Capturing and Organizing Knowledge
Capturing Knowledge:

-

Developing a Network of Trusted Colleagues

-

How to use Content Monitoring, Notification Services, Screen
Capture and Notetaking software

-

How to use RSS, Feed Readers and Newsletters
How to use Search Engines to identify specialist Websites
The value of Amazon Kindle and Free PDFs

Organizing Knowledge:

-

How to manage Bookmarking, Social Bookmarking and Tagging to
add, annotate, edit and share Web content
9
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-

How to use File Sharing and Session Planners

2. Sharing Knowledge Part A: : Your Digital Resource/ Virtual
Learning Environment (VLE)
The benefits of having a VLE
Establishing the needs of your players (and if appropriate their
parents)
Developing a Content Plan and Choosing a VLE : Exploring the
options available – the tools coaches are using for their VLE
3.

Sharing Knowledge Part B: Using Online Video– ‘the game
changer’ –and Photos
The Benefits of using Online Video
Sourcing and Shooting your own Video
Using YouTube
Screen Capture & Screencasting
Sequencing, Simple Editing and Annotating Video
Hosting and Embedding Video

4. Sharing Knowledge Part C : Maximizing the use of your VLE
Developing a Plan for your VLE to meet player needs which is
compatible with your learning philosophy
Engaging and Inspiring your players
Personal Goal Setting in relation to age and playing position
Priming and Preparing for Practice: players are ‘ready’ & ‘set’ for
the next session
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Consolidation after Practice – online skills tests, quizzes to test
learning
Homework including problem solving and ‘Flipping’ the
Coaching Session
Recording & Recognizing Progress including Online Merit
Awards & Badges
Evaluating Performance and providing Personal Feedback for
players
5.

Specifically Mobile
How Mobile and Apps can support Player Development
A Review of Appropriate Apps for Soccer Coaches
How to use Micro Blogging (e.g. Twitter)
How to use Infographics

How will these topics be delivered through the Online
Course?
The Online Course is based on the assumption that learners wish to
develop a VLE (or improve an existing VLE) and as such all learners are
provided with ongoing, frequent support and feedback which include the
following services:
How to do Video Tutorials
Webinars from Experts in using the Web to support soccer coaching
Individual discussions with your tutor via Skype/ Google Hangout
Archive of examples of Good Practice
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Access to the online discussion forum and community of learners who
are developing their VLE ‘s
Case Study Reviews
An Individual Review and PERSONAL FEEDBACK of the VLE you
have created.
This course is therefore focused on the learners doing things and getting
frequent feedback.
The Online Course –including the development of your VLE - will take
a minimum of 15 hours to complete.
To provide effective feedback and ongoing support a limited number of
learners are accepted on to this course each month. Learners are
expected to complete the course and develop their VLE within 3
months of enrolling - this will therefore require a commitment by the
learners of approximately 75 minutes per week for the 3 month period.
For more details of the Online Course please go to:
www.sportspath.com
6. Perceived Problems and Suggested Solutions
Perceived Problem

Our Solution

I am not sure how to get

Read the rest of this book + improve your

started and I don’t

knowledge of computer and internet terms with this

understand the words used

online dictionary and search engine dedicated to

to describe Web functions

technology definitions http://www.webopedia.com/

I will look stupid

Not if you follow our Step-by-Step Guide in this
book, which you can progress by yourself at your
own pace. Remember - we all started out as novices!

My Players don’t have

Check how much access they may have at school,

access to the Web

home or at their work. Check with the players
parents to see if there is internet access at home

12
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Perceived Problem

Our Solution

My Players have access to

Use Video, Photos, Graphics and translate text via

the Web but with limited

Free Web Based Translation Services

English
I work with young players

Check with their parents to see how much access

(9-12 year olds)

to the Web they are allowed

I have problems working

Go to Google or Yahoo and type in as a sentence

out how to work things on

the problem you have in the space for ‘Search’ and

my computer and on the

then press ‘Search’. Be Persistent in finding a

Web

solution to your problem

Not part of my job

Increasingly people are finding out that
integrating Web use into the ‘job’ not only
produces better results but it’s more time efficient

I don’t have the time

Time Management – use the Web little & often
but for specific purposes

There are just so many

Read the rest of this book for recommendations

different tools - how do you

from other Soccer Coaches

know which to use?
I am worried about spam,

Look up ‘Virus Protection’ in your search engine

computer viruses

…quickly!

There is too much material

Then this book and our Online Course are for you!

on the Web. It’s too
complicated. I don’t see
the point of it. It’s difficult
to understand how the
Web will help me as a
Soccer Coach
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Do you think you are too old? The best coaches have always been innovators
as witnessed by these two ‘youngsters:’
Jerry Panek, born in 1946, former US National Team player, former Head
Soccer Coach at Marquette University and currently Director of Coaching for
Milwaukee Kickers Soccer Club, Wisconsin, USA. Amongst many innovations
Jerry started a Facebook Group for the 200+ coaches at his club.
“I want ‘my coaches’ to get out of the system of using drills. I
like them to teach how to play the game: communication
with players the modern way - via email & Facebook
network group”
Tony Waiters, born 1937, former England International, coach at Liverpool
FC and Head Coach for the Canadian National Team when they qualified for
the FIFA World Cup in 1986 and the quarter finals of the Olympic Football
Tournament in 1994. A National Staff Coach for NSCAA and US Soccer,
founder of World of Soccer 4, Byte Size Coaching5 and currently Technical
Director of Cliff Avenue Soccer Club, Burnaby, British Columbia.
“The Soccer Club website has become the Club House for
community soccer organizations! As a Technical Director
working in a community soccer club, the internet now
provides communication tools that have only become
universally accepted in the past decade”
So the biggest barriers to developing your skills on the Web are
commitment and imagination …not age!

4

http://www.worldofsoccer.com/

5

http://www.bytesizecoaching.com/
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7.

The Web

In 2013 it was reported6 that 2 .5 billion people in the world had access to
the internet: this represents usage levels of over 66% in Europe, 80 % in
North America and roughly a third of the world’s population as a whole.
KPCB estimated7 that 34% of the total population of the world had access
to the internet growing at 8% per year.

Education
The Web is now a very accepted support tool in general education.
PERSONALISED learning with PERSONAL GOALS, PERSONALISED
LEARNING PLANS and PERSONALISED FEEDBACK are common
features students expect from their teachers. This trend has been
accelerated as the role of the teacher has moved from an Instructor (the
‘sage on the stage’) to a Facilitator (‘a guide on the side’). It is reported
that:
97 % of schools in the EU8 and 93 % of schools in the USA9 have
broadband internet connection
In 2010 more than ¼ of all high school students and over 20% of
middle school students in the USA took at least one class online and these
trends are likely to increase
Music Education has embraced the Web. View this list of free Websites
to support the development of musicians.10

6

http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm

7

http://www.slideshare.net/kleinerperkins/kpcb-internet-trends-2013

8

http://insight.eun.org/ww/en/pub/insight/policy/policies/benchmarking2006.h
tm
9

http://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=46

10

http://www.educatorstechnology.com/2012/08/free-teaching-musicwebsites.html
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Lifestyle
According to eMarketer 11 in 2013 Americans – for example – will spend more
time online or using computerized media than watching TV.
From and our observation of current lifestyles and the data shown below (from
July 2013), it is not unreasonable to assume that the Web has plays a significant
part in the lives of the players you coach. In addition the Web is increasingly
used to connect players (and their parents) to their soccer club for administrative
purposes e.g. details of games and practices.
1.1 billion Facebook users12
YouTube 1 billion users & 4 billion views a day13

Suggested Task 1: Try asking your players these questions
1.

How - do they access the Web? Via mobile, tablet, PC?

2.

Where - do they access the Web? Home, School, Work, on the move?

3.

When - do they access? What time of day? How often?

4.

What do they access? –Which social networks are they members of?

5.

Why do they access? – What are their top 3 reasons for using the
Web?

6.

Who accesses the Web? – are there different patterns in your team?

11

http://www.emarketer.com/Article/US-Time-Spent-on-Mobile-OvertakeDesktop/1010095
12

http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-numbers-17-amazingfacebook-stats/
13

http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-numbers-a-gigantic-list-ofgoogle-stats-and-facts/
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Take Home Message
To be a ‘Web Champion’ - an expert in coaching with
technology:
1.

Find out More & Develop Knowledge: Read the rest of
this book to understand the words used in Web
education.

2.

Develop Your Professional Competences: Enroll on our
Online Course.
‘How to Use the Web to support Player Development’ go to www.sportspath.com for more details.

3.

Keep up to Date: Subscribe to our free Newsletter.
N.B. To be a Web ‘Victim’- you don’t need to do
anything!!

The leading Sports Psychologist, Jeremy Snape14 highlights the value of turning
weaknesses into strengths and noted that: ‘people change when the danger of
standing still is greater than their discomfort of learning new skills.’

14

http://www.thesportingedge.co.uk/default.asp
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Notes to Chapter 1
We use the term ‘Web’ and internet synonymously. We accept this is
not strictly true – as one could have internet access to connect to email
or social media without accessing directly to the world wide Web but
trust you accept our definition for the purposes of this book.

Research of Soccer Coaches quoted in this book represents
the results of over 500 responses to online questionnaires
completion by the following groups:
-

Students of the LMA School of Football Management Courses

-

Members of the National Soccer Coaches Association of America
(NSCAA)

-

Licensed Coaches in Finland
In addition research was conducted with members of the 2013
NSCAA Advanced Director of Coaching Course and the Icelandic
FA/ UEFA ‘A’ Licence Course

The focus of this book is using the Web to support the development of
Soccer Players. We will be publishing a further book in 2014 devoted to
using the Web to support the development of coaches and the use of the
Web in coach education.
A number of Web tools are listed in this book and some recommended.
Sports Path has no relationship with any providers of Web tools or Web
services quoted in this book other than Sports Path online learning
courses which are shown on www.sportspath.com.

18
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There are over 500 recommended Web links provided in this book and
as an option you may wish to consider viewing the book in a Kindle
(https://kindle.amazon.com/) format to facilitate access to the links.
We have checked and re-checked the web links referenced in this book
but it is possible some may have changed since publication
In the print version if you are unable to follow the URL reference then
the next best way is to use Google Search for the topic. E.g. the URL for
our Sports Path Blog is http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-elearning-bl/ but you can also get there if you type ‘ Sports Path Blog’ into
a Search Engine
I would recommend for further reading the eBooks by Jarrod Robinson
available through his Website http://thepegeek.com/. He has two
books ‘It’s Now Possible’ and ‘100 PE Apps for Teachers.’You can
purchase these from ITunes or get them in PDF format if you subscribe
to his service.

19

CHAPTER 2: Capturing and Organizing
Knowledge
In this Chapter we aim to outline the following:
How best to Find and Capture relevant knowledge on the Web
The importance of Organizing knowledge which you have captured
In all sections we will aim to provide you with a range of options as well
highlighting good practice as a result of our research with coaches. There is an
overwhelming amount of material on the Web so we think it’s worth time
signposting your journey through the material.
We assume you have thought about the most appropriate ‘browser’ to access the
Web. Although Internet Explorer is the default browser on computers running
Windows, and Safari on Macs, there are a number of other popular browsers such
as Google Chrome and Firefox. You may also be able to use some of the
recommended tools on your mobile device,smart phone or tablet.
As reported by StatCounter,15 Google Chrome is the most popular browser in the
world. You can have more than one browser working on your computer. At Sports
Path™ we use Google Chrome because of its speed and by registering with Google
we get the Chrome and all the other Google products (e.g. Google Maps, Gmail,
Docs, Search, Alerts, Translate etc).

15

http://gs.statcounter.com/#browser-ww-monthly-201208-201307-bar
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1. Capturing Knowledge
What’s the minimum I need to do?
1.

Have a very simple Plan. Don’t try to use all of the methods listed.
Choose one or two to suit your needs to capture and organize
knowledge.

2. Many of the tools recommended have more than one application in
that many can capture, organize AND communicate content. We have
therefore concentrated on the SIMPLEST tools which can provide a
number of functions.
3. Don’t attempt to start to capture content until you have worked out a
plan of how to organize this content. So it’s important to read this
section in conjunction with the section in this Chapter on ‘Organizing
Content’.

7 Recommended Steps in this Section to Capture
Relevant Content
Don’t try and do it all by yourself: don’t try to reinvent the wheel!
Take advantage of others who have already found content. So we begin
with these recommended steps:
1.

Developing a Network of Trusted Colleagues online

2.

How to use Content Monitoring & Notification Services

3.

How to use Screen Capture & Note - taking software

4.

How to use RSS and Feed Readers

5.

How to use Newsletters

6.

How to use Search Engines to identify specialist Websites

7.

How to use Kindle and PDF’s
21
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1.

Developing a Network of Trusted Colleagues Online
Why?
It makes sense to use Social Media to discover content which other
coaches have found worthwhile. Building up a network of people,
therefore, can add to the sources for your own knowledge creation.
People with mutual interests share information and discuss
developments. So get to know other coaches and other specialists in
related disciplines. You may decide only to follow colleagues but we do
really recommend you contribute by asking and answering questions,
suggesting links, asking for advice and providing content.
In his controversial book ‘We Think’ Charles Leadbeater16 argues that:
‘We are what we share’. The same would apply to the coaches and
teachers who have affected our lives so we recommend you share
content in order to receive even more content. So be more than a
‘lurker’ – add your comments and you will receive knowledge in return.
What are the options?
There are a range of options to build a professional network of
colleagues. The options are:
- Twitter (https://twitter.com/) is a FREE online social networking
and micro blogging service that enables its users to send and read
text-based messages of up to 140 characters, known as "tweets".
We believe Twitter is an exceptional source of gaining information.
Twitter allows coaches to share short messages, linking to more
content. Your trusted network of colleagues will guide you to
content and you can do likewise for them.

16

http://www.charlesleadbeater.net/orange-buttons/we-think.aspx
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- LinkedIn (http://www.linkedin.com) an excellent FREE social
networking Website for people in professional occupations. See
this video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ZV
lUwwgOfKw
- Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/) Over 1 billion users but
many people prefer to use Facebook only for personal networks and
use others (notably LinkedIn) for professional matters.
- Google + (https://plus.google.com/ ) is another FREE Social
Network system which does allow you to separate private and
business networks by creating topic specific ‘Circles’. There is also
the opportunity to use other features such as Video Phone Calls.
- Pinterest (https://pinterest.com/) is a FREE pin board-style photosharing Website that allows users to create and manage themebased image collections such as events, interests, and hobbies. See
how teachers are using Pinterest:
http://www.edudemic.com/guides/the-teachers-guide-topinterest/
- Instagram (http://instagram.com/) is a FREE online photosharing, video-sharing and social networking service that enables
its users to take pictures and videos,add comments, apply
digital filters to them, and share them on a variety of social
networking services, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and Flickr.

Research with Soccer Coaches: The top 2 Tools
used by Soccer Coaches to develop a Network of
Colleagues online were LinkedIn and Twitter.
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How?
We recommend the following plan:
a)

Join LinkedIn: create a profile, ask coaches you know to join their
network and join related groups on LinkedIn. You can also send
Q/A to your Network.
Search this LinkedIn Page for groups which may interest you:
http://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/g
Take some care over your LinkedIn Profile – and keep it as up to
date. View this slideshow that shows you 25 Ways to boost your
online profile in LinkedIn:
http://www.slideshare.net/evonomie/25-ways-to-use-linkedin

To get the best out of LinkedIn. View these sites:
- Video: How to Join LinkedIn:
http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/how-to-joinlinkedin.html
- LinkedIn Help Page : http://help.linkedin.com/app/home
b)

Get a twitter account: follow Soccer Coaches or groups that you
know. On twitter we follow these soccer coaching groups/people:
-

Elite Soccer

-

UEFA Training Ground

-

NSCAA

-

Academy Soccer Coach

-

The Coaching Manual

-

Coaching Family
24
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You can find others by using the Twitter ‘Search’ function or use a hashtag
(#) in front of a word and you can filter all the tweets on the Web to find
your topic of interest e.g. if you go to Twitter Search
(https://twitter.com/search-home) and enter #soccercoachingonline you
will find the list of tweets on this subject.
View Also:
Video: Twitter in Plain English:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddO9idmax0o&feature=player_em
bedded
7 ways to network more effectively on Twitter:
http://www.mediabistro.com/alltwitter/7-ways-to-network-moreeffectively-on-twitter_b6587
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2.

How to use Content Monitoring & Notification Services
Why?
These tools provide you with the opportunity to review recommended
content – the topics for which you specify (e.g. Google Alerts) but also
allow you to gather and curate online content (e.g. Scoop.it).
What are the options?

-

Google Alerts are FREE email alerts, sent when Google finds an
instance of the terms you set in your alerts. Basically we have found
that Google Alerts: http://www.google.com/alerts is very good in
helping you find material easily.

-

‘ Scoop.it’ (http://www.scoop.it/) is FREE and allows you to find and
organize content under headings of your choice. Scoop.it allows you to
add short information or viewpoints to the content which you can
share with other colleagues or your players.
How?
We recommend using Google Alerts to find content and Scoop.it for
finding AND sharing content.

-

Google Alerts: http://www.google.com/alerts are a simple and free
way to get regular updates about something that interests you. Google
Alerts will send you an email any time a new Web page appears for the
terms you specify. You can specify any subject you want e.g. Coach
Education, Player Development, Talent Identification, Sports
Psychology, Fitness Training, Goalkeeper practices etc, etc. You can
have up to 100 Alerts at one time and you can add and delete as you
need to since it takes.
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NB: Google picks up “association football” and “soccer” as “soccer “but
Google can equate “football” to be American Football. So it’s better to use
“soccer."
Here's how it works:
You enter a query that you're interested in.
Google Alerts checks regularly to see if there are new results for your
query.
If there are new results, Google Alerts sends them to you in an email.
For general queries like “soccer” you can get a summary of the new
results every day. For specific topics, (e.g. youth soccer practices), you
might not get an email every day, but you'll find out when something
new and relevant is published.
-

Scoop.it (http://www.scoop.it/) is used to help organize information
that is preexisting on the Web about a topic or topics you choose.
You can choose from the content which it finds what you would like
to add to your ‘magazines’ and people can look at your magazines.
You can annotate/comment on the posts you add to your
magazine. There are three versions of Scoop.it Basic free version, Pro
version ($12.99/mo) and Business Version ($79/mo). The Basic
Free version allows you 5 topics. It’s a really convenient way to
follow a topic and create a ‘magazine’ on a topic you find interesting.
Also See:
The guided tour here: http://www.scoop.it/pricing/guided-tour#Free
Why Scoop.it is becoming an indispensable learning tool:
http://www.teachthought.com/technology/why-scoopit-is-becomingan-indispensable-learning-tool/#comment-13876 And this video here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Bnr6Q
KKcsII
Robin Russell’s Scoop.it page here: http://www.scoop.it/u/robin-russell
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3.

How to use Screen Capture & Note- taking software
Why?
Screen Capture allows you to ‘capture’ an image file of a computer's
screen at the moment of shot. Sometimes you may only want to capture
a specific image or text on a Webpage. You may also want to highlight
text or annotate such a shot.
What are the options?

-

A lot of mainstream educationalists recommend:
Evernote (www.evernote.com) which is a free suite of software and
services designed for note taking and archiving. A "note" can be a
piece of formatted text, a full Webpage or Webpage excerpt, a
photograph, a voice memo, or a handwritten "ink" note. Notes can
also have file attachments. Notes can be sorted into folders, then
tagged, annotated, edited, given comments, searched and exported as
part of a notebook. The ‘Web Clipping’ service of Evernote allows you
to do just that – clip Web pages under headings of your choice.
How?
We recommend Evernote:

-

As part of the Free Evernote package ‘Skitch’ allows you to annotate
and draw on just about anything that you see, whether it's a new or
existing photo, a Webpage, screenshot, map, or a blank canvas. This
can include annotating and captioning Photos. You can then share any
files, photos collected with your players.

See this video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlOLXWvaIy0
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4. How to use RSS and Feed Readers
Why?
You subscribe to the blogs you want to read on a regular basis using an
RSS reader, so that you’ll be alerted as soon as new postings are made.
A RSS tool allows you to centralize and syndicate content from all the
feeds that are scattered across the Web, as long as you add the RSS to an
RSS reader. It keeps you updated on the subject you want to be updated
on …with one click! RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication.
What?
Look for a logo like this to click onto:

How?
-

When you find a blog or Website which you like and which has a feed
you can ‘subscribe' to the blog’s ‘RSS feed’ using an online feed reader.
This means that you won’t need to keep going to the blog to find out if
there is a new posting. Instead your reader will display the latest
posting automatically. RSS does the ‘heavy lifting for you’!

-

See RSS in Plain English on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0klgLsSxGsU
When you have subscribed to a number of blogs you will want to
aggregate these feeds ideally onto a platform as was previously provided
by Google Reader and as a personalized home page which was iGoogle.
One of the most popular alternatives to the former is Feedly
(http://cloud.feedly.com/#welcome ) and to the latter are igHome
(http://www.ighome.com/) and My Yahoo (http://my.yahoo.com/).
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If you have previously used iGoogle you may want to view Awesome New Tab
Page – ANTP: (https://chrome.google.com/Webstore/detail/awesome-newtab-page/mgmiemnjjchgkmgbeljfocdjjnpjnmcg?hl=en ) which runs in Google
Chrome: it’s clearly Google’s idea of the kind of app that should replace
iGoogle.
I previously had used iGoogle and have now moved to
http://www.ighome.com as this is a simple process

5. How best to use Newsletters
Why?
Newsletters can provide content which has already been collected and
organized for you.
What are the options?
The most popular FREE Newsletters quoted by our Research of Coaches
were:
- Better Football Coaching : http://www.betterfootballcoaching.co.uk/
- Academy Soccer Coach : http://www.academysoccercoach.co.uk/
- Grassroots Football Coaches
http://www.grassrootscoaching.com/freefootballcoaching/
Coaching Family (http://coachingfamily.com/) also provided free
resources.
We would also recommend two excellent subscription Magazines
available online:
- Elite Soccer- http://www.elitesoccercoaching.net/ which is the only emagazine that provides coaching sessions written by professional
coaches in the English leagues.
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- Success in Soccer (www.successinsoccer.com) which also does include
some free content on its excellent website
How?
Try subscribing to a few Newsletters for a couple of months. You can
always unsubscribe whenever you want to.
If you do not do so already - we would also recommend you subscribe to
the free Sports Path Newsletter which focuses on how the Web can
support soccer coaching. It’s free and go here to sign up:
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin/ea?v=001peuDk
QsXKk9w1aZPQ8k_fw%3D%3D
Or sign up in the box in the bottom right hand corner here:
www.sportspath.com.

6. How to use Search Engines to identify specialist Websites
Why?
If you are researching a specific topic you may want to see what emerges
What are the options?
- Try a number of Search Engines (Google, Yahoo etc.)
- Also try Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.co.uk/) which provides
a search of scholarly literature across many disciplines and sources,
including theses, books, abstracts and articles.
- Don’t forget that Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org/) is also a very
useful site for knowledge but its worth re-checking the accuracy
whenever possible.
-
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How?
- View Google ‘How to get best results with Search Engines:’
http://www.wikihow.com/Get-the-Best-Results-with-InternetSearch-Engines
- There are a large number of Websites which provide content for
coaches.
We have chosen the most commonly cited Websites by coaches in the
research we conducted which are free but do not require membership.
These are as follows:
UEFA Training Ground:
http://www.uefa.com/trainingground/index.html
US Soccer: http://www.ussoccer.com/coaches/resources.aspx
US Youth Soccer: http://www.usyouthsoccer.org/coaches/
NSCAA: http://www.nscaa.com/education
And some other sites we would recommend where you don’t need to register:
442 Performance : http://performance.fourfourtwo.com/
Scottish FA: http://www.scottishfa.co.uk/developingtalent/
BBC Skills Academy:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/skills/default.stm
Ajax FC:https://www.ajaxonlineacademy.com/ajax-master-moves/
Manchester City http://ecademy.mcfc.co.uk/
Chelsea FC http://bridgekids.chelseafc.com/enB/skillsvideos/default.html
FC Shakhtar Donetsk: http://academy.shakhtar.com/en/media/video/
The Coaching Manual: http://www.thecoachingmanual.com/
Obviously this list is not exhaustive and does not include ‘YouTube’
(https://www.youtube.com) which we will review in depth in Chapter 4.
There were a number of fee paying subscription sites cited by coaches in the
research we conducted. These were:
S2S: https://gb-football.s2s.net/home/
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Inside Soccer: http://www.insidesoccer.com/is-web
You may also consider using ‘Google Translate’ to access non –English
Websites and get pages translated. In most cases there is more content on
the non- English pages e.g.
German FA: http://www.dfb.de and the educational section
provided at http://www.trainingwissen.dfb.de/index.php?id=508042
Dutch FA: http://trainers.voetbal.nl/frontpage/articles

7. How to use Kindle and PDF’s
We accept that there is some excellent soccer content and knowledge
available via Kindle Books (https://kindle.amazon.com/). Recent
Kindle version can link the reader to the Web but this knowledge is not
in a format (yet!) for coaches to share with their player. Coaches can of
course recommend Kindle titles to their players.
Also if you are a school teacher in England or a coach involved in
delivering lessons in schools you should view the English FA’s
Curriculum Materials here:
http://tescoskills.thefa.com/Schools/Register
Other well used and recommended FREE official PDF content include:
- The US Soccer ‘Best Practices’:
http://www.ussoccer.com/coaches/resources.aspx
(Also in Spanish!)
- The Australian FA National Curriculum:
http://www.footballaustralia.com.au/nationalcurriculum
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2. Organizing Knowledge
1.

Bookmarking, Social Bookmarking and Tagging
Why?
You will undoubtedly capture a lot of content from the Web and you will
want to keep up to date. You will therefore need to organize the content you
capture under headings, categories or in files.
Bookmarking:
You can capture content using ‘bookmarking’ tools which are basically
‘Favorites’ or ‘Internet Short Cuts’. The browser you use e.g. Internet
Explorer or Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome will give you options but
limited opportunity to organize your content in files and no
opportunity to allow others to share what you have captured. So there
is great value in two key bookmaking skills – Social Bookmarking and
Tagging.
Social Bookmarking:
This allows you to file content under headings of your choice and
allow others to view it – if you want to.
Wikipedia17 describes Social Bookmarking as a centralized online
service which enables users to add, annotate, edit, and
share bookmarks of Web documents. Many online bookmark
management services have launched since 1996: Delicious
(https://delicious.com/) founded in 2003, popularized the terms
"social bookmarking."
Tagging:
Tags are keyword descriptions to identify images or text within a site
as a categories or topic. Web pages and blogs with identical tags can
then be linked together allowing you and other users to search for
similar or related content. If the tags are made public, online pages
that act as a Web-based bookmark service are able to index them.
Tags can be created using words, acronyms or numbers.

17

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_bookmarking
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So tagging is a significant feature of social bookmarking systems,
enabling you to organize your bookmarks in flexible ways and
develop shared vocabularies.
What are the options?
- Apart from Delicious, other options would included tools already
mentioned e.g. Pinterest, Scoop.it and Evernote.
- We have found Pearltrees (http://www.pearltrees.com/) to be a
very useful tool for researching this book. Pearltrees is free and
allows you to collect, organize and share any URL you find online as
well as to upload personal photos and notes. The product features a
unique visual interface that allows you to drag and organize
collected URLs into units called pearls that themselves can be
further organized in a hierarchical structure with pearltrees. Thus
you can develop a hierarchical structure for the content which you
capture – a feature not available on many other free tools. You can
also share content captured.
How?
If you use Scoop.it and Evernote you don’t need another social
bookmarking tool. We will show in subsequent Chapters that Evernote
has some other useful functions for editing and annotating photos.
You may want to use Pearltrees to organize your links under headings
and sub –headings.
Having said that Delicious (https://delicious.com/) was the most
popular tool used by Soccer Coaches for Social Bookmarking in the
Research we conducted.
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References from coaches who use the Web

Bryan Holland is the Director of Coaching for Capital Valley
United Soccer Club in California.
He has a blog for the coaches at his club http://cvucoaches.blogspot.co.uk/
and also started a delicious.com account in order to capture and share
content with coaches in his club.

2. File Sharing
File sharing is the practice of distributing or providing access to digitally
stored information.
Why?
If you use a number of different computers and need to share files
between them, then a cloud storage service solves the problem of how to
synchronize and share files across these computers as well as your
smartphone. You can also access your files from the Web on another
computer, or use the service to share files with others. Also for coaches
who want to store and share very large files (e.g. Private Files or Private
Presentations) then file sharing is a solution.
What are the options?
- Dropbox (https://www.dropbox.com/) is the most commonly used
cloud storage tool. The English FA for example use this with all
students on their UEFA Pro License Course.
How?
This video provides an excellent introduction in how to use Dropbox:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=w4eTR
7tci6A
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3. Using Session Planners
Why?
-

In the ‘old days’ we used to plan our coaching sessions using pen
and paper. If we were organized we kept them somewhere but
most times I could not remember where I had put them when I
needed them again or to share with another coach. Some coaches
were really well organized and filed them under headings but
rarely shared them with other coaches and never with players!

-

Now the tools are available for coaches to plan, file and share their
coaching sessions online through a range of Online Session
Planners.

What are the options?
There are a lot of them but Research of the Soccer Coaches we
conducted showed these tools are the most popular (ranked in
popularity):
1.

Academy Soccer Coach:
http://www.academysoccercoach.co.uk/

2.

The Coaching Manual:
http://thecoachingmanual.com/#&panel1-1

3.

Sports Session Planner: http://www.sportsessionplanner.com/

4. CoachFX: http://www.coachfx.com/
5.

UEFA Tactx: http://en.tactx.uefa.com/

6. Grassroots Soccer Coaching:
http://www.grassrootscoaching.com/
7.

Drillboard: http://www.drillboard.com/

8. YouthtoProSoccer: http://youthtoprosoccer.com/

Many of these tools do ,of course, include apps for mobile use.
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References from coaches who use the Web

Ricky Clarke formerly Director of Coaching, Mission
Valley United, California USA
“Mission Valley United developed TactX videos for our club
coaches, the videos mirror our club curriculum. We sent weekly
emails with articles and sessions.”

Gary Book, Soccer Coach Hofstra University, New York,
USA and NSCAA National Staff Coach
“We use a variety of online tools e.g. Coach FX for Diagrams, S2S
for Organization and Videos, Soccer Interactive for Forums”
How?
A number of the options outlined above have ‘free trial’ periods and we
recommend you choose a tool which meets your needs. Many have a 3D
option with sophisticated graphics. As Magnus Alford, the Managing
Director of SportSessionPlanner.com said to me:
“Time is of the essence and modern day football coaches are usually rushed
and under pressure to arrive early plan a session and deliver it to a high
standard. It might be the grassroots football coach who volunteers to take
the local under 14’s team and trains once a week at 6pm after work and
plays a match at the weekend. It could be an elite part-time Academy
coach who trains four nights a week, has an Academy match at the
weekend and also has a 9-5pm job.
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It is important that all types of coaches have an effective and efficient way
of creating and filing their session plans so that they can reduce the level of
time spent in planning, preparing and selecting their coaching sessions.”
It is clear that the new generation of soccer coach is coming from a 3D
computer-gaming culture. They are self-taught and are all very proficient in
operating a computer program. It is reasonable to assume this market will
only develop quickly so that the functionality improves as the price drops so we would recommend the following criteria in planning to purchase an
Online Session Planner:
Ensure it is Simple to Use
Check that it easy to Share Sessions with players and other coaches
Assess the cost/benefits specific to your needs
Don’t sign up for long term deals!

Before making a purchasing decision we also recommend you review the
next Chapter on ‘Selecting a Virtual Learning Environment.’
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Take Home Message
As a MINIMUM we would recommend you get an account for
these FREE tools:
1. Twitter
2. LinkedIn
3. Scoop.it
4. Evernote
We would also recommend you start using an Online
Session Planner which you can share sessions with players
and other coaches.
How much time will this take?
10 minutes to set up an account for each of the tools 14 above.
One hour a week to check all 4 accounts = 10 minutes
per day.
The Online Session Planner will save you time!

To get a working knowledge of how to improve your skills in
capturing and sharing knowledge and how these skills relate
PRACTICALLY to coaching soccer please look at examples of
our Online Course here www.sportspath.com.
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CHAPTER 3: Developing your Virtual
Learning Environment (VLE)
A major theme of this book and the companion Online Course is the use of the
Web as a means to support player development by sharing content with players.
In this Chapter we will outline for you the basic steps to setting up a digital
resource where you can share content with your players. We will call such a
resource a ‘Virtual Learning Environment’ or VLE.
The steps we outline will be as follows:
The benefits of having a VLE
Establishing the needs of your players (and if appropriate their
parents)
Developing a Content Plan - deciding how best to use your VLE
Choosing a VLE: Exploring the options available and the tools Soccer
Coaches are using for their VLE.
What’s the minimum I need to do?
As a MINIMUM we would recommend you explore the
opportunities in developing a Blog –or a Facebook
Group Page - as a VLE for your players.
You can always upgrade to a subscription site once you
have mastered some of the skills we outline in Chapters
4 and 5 How much time will this take?
10 minutes to set up a Blog or Facebook Group
account.
An hour a week to post blogs and respond to
players questions.
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1.

So why have a VLE? – What are the benefits?
In the research we conducted with coaches the three top reasons
coaches used the Web to share content with players were as follows:
To Increase the player’s responsibility for their own learning
To Maximize Contact Time
To Differentiate our club program from other clubs
By providing a VLE you are helping your players to ‘learn how to learn’
through a learning resource personalized for them.
Ask your players VLE’s are now commonly provided by Schools and
Universities to support academic progress so their use in sport
development is a logical extension of this process.
N.B. If you don’t create a group page for your players or coaches
the likelihood would be that they will do it themselves!

2.

Establishing the needs of your players (and if
appropriate their parents)
We would repeat the advice we gave in Chapter 1 concerning your
players’ use of the Web and in particular that we think it would be a
good idea to find the answers to these two critical questions:
How do your players access the Web at the moment?
Do you need the approval of parents and/or your club before
creating a VLE for your players to access?
With regard to the former if a large majority of your players already use
a specific social network e.g. Facebook or Google + then it will facilitate
the choice of a VLE tool.
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You will also want to find out, for example, how many of your players
access the Web via mobile devices or smart phones as again this will
impact on the VLE tool you choose.
With regard to the latter question you will want to ensure that the club and (if
appropriate because of the age of the players) the parents approve of their
children accessing the VLE you are about to create.
Your VLE will provide links to other Websites. You will also therefore need to
establish which Websites would be appropriate for players to have access.
Whilst access to soccer only sites to display video (e.g. www.uefa.com) is
unlikely to cause parents concern it would be important for you to establish if
parents are happy you provide access to recommended clips on public sites
like: www.youtube.com.
There are ways to provide video links in a private VLE environment which we
will review in the next Chapter.
You may need to outline to the club and parents a proposed Content Plan so
we have drafted a template VLE Content Plan in the next section.

3.

Developing a Content Plan - deciding how best to use
your VLE

Before we look at the tools available to develop your VLE it would be useful
for you to map out a broad Content Plan – as to how best to use your VLE.
We recommend to get the most from your VLE and that you make it as
interactive as possible where the you can communicate with the players and
they can communicate with you and fellow players. We assume therefore that
you will want to use some of these functions listed below:
Your VLE is private and only for Players and Parents as invited – you
will be able to provide logins for this purpose.
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You can divide your VLE into sections of your choice e.g:
- Techniques
- Understanding and Tactics
- Positions
- Fitness
- Diet
- Fair Play
- Specifically for Parents
Post text and obtain responses from your players
Upload Video to which you and your players can add comments
Upload Documents
Share Photographs
Ability to ‘tag’ posts to archive them and a Search facility to find posts
Provide Audio Podcasts
Once you establish your VLE there will be an expectation that you - or
people you nominate - will regularly update it. How often you update it is
your decision – a realistic target should be at least once a week – but
however regularly you decide to update your VLE you are advised to share
your proposed schedule with your players and parents so they will know
when to expect postings.
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4. Choosing a VLE : Exploring the options available – the
tools coaches using for their VLE
To achieve the needs of the proposed Content Plan from the previous section,
there are four major options from which to choose your VLE. These are:
a)

Using a fee paying subscription service suitable for coaches, players and
parents to access as a VLE

b)

Using a Social Media Network as a VLE

c)

Developing your own Blog as a VLE

d)

Developing a dedicated Extranet or Intranet as a VLE

If you choose option a) then most of the functionality you require will be
included as part of the package whereas if you choose any of the other options
you can choose to include additional features as and when you want them at
cost or for free.

a) Using a fee paying subscription service suitable for coaches,
players and parents to access as a VLE
These password protected sites allow coaches to communicate with
players and parents and also allow such users to communicate with each
other. These sites may also provide team administration functions.
Outlined on the next page are what we believe to be the Advantages
(Pros) and Disadvantages of using a subscription service as your VLE.
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Pros

Cons

Most if not all the required functions

Not free but certainly

listed on the previous page (Section 3) are

not expensive given the

included in the package so there is no

range of services

need to include additional features.

provided

No minimum age required to access.
The systems are self-contained: there is
no need for players to go beyond the
‘walls’ of the system to access content or
video – so a safety concern is addressed.
The player’s performance in training
sessions can be recorded, tracked and
used to generate reports for players.
Considerable content is provided
including video clips from which the
coach can choose to share with players:
the system may allow you to add video of
your own choice.
In some of the systems the player is
provided with their own ‘space’ within the
VLE so that personalized learning
messages can be posted there. Thus the
VLE becomes a ‘Personal Learning
Environment’ ( PLE).
When new content is posted the player
can be informed by email – a RSS
function.
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The two most popular subscription services used as a VLE as recorded by our
Research with Soccer Coaches were:
S2S: https://gb-football.s2s.net/home/
The current (2013) world leader is this field. Provided in a number of
different languages and free to all clubs in Norway.
Inside Soccer : http://www.insidesoccer.com/products/club-access/
Inside Soccer have an unequalled video library and have added new
functionality with their ‘Performance Plus ‘Package. As an indication of
their video library please view their free sample which can be accessed by
registering here: http://www.insidesoccer.com/free-content/
There are other alternatives available as subscription based alternatives
including the following services:
Digilogit: www.digilogit.com is used by a number of UK Youth Academies
e.g:
-

Matt Crocker - former Academy Manager, Southampton
F.C. England:
“The Digilog has been an excellent information tool for our Academy
players and parents and has provided the professional service
required of a category one Academy. The ability to add video, link to
Websites and update without printing costs not only makes this
product cutting edge but cost effective.”

-

Steve Avory - Head of Coaching, Charlton F.C.England:
“Digilog enables effective communication between coach & player
whilst being so cost effective, with savings on annual print costs. It is
an important tool in our player development programme.”
In addition there is evidence that some clubs use an extension of their
registration software to allow coaches to engage and communicate
with players EFootball Club is such an example ( see ‘ Coaching
Toolbox’ ) http://www.efootballclub.com/home
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Also - a number of coaches at Professional Clubs in the UK used
The Football Squad:
https://www.thefootballsquad.com/default.aspx as part of the
Sports Office platform http://www.thesportsoffice.com/.

b)

Using a Social Media Network as a VLE
These are private sites within popular social networks (e.g.
Facebook) already used by your players.
Pros

Cons

Free and private. As the

Both Facebook and Google + have a

administrator you can decide

minimum age of 13 years.

who enters the group.
It will be possible to provide

You have to sign up with an account for

video clips via an external

the chosen Social Network. Your

Video Hosting server. This

players can access your group without

could be a public Video

signing up but they cannot post any

Hosting site (e.g. YouTube)

responses without an account

or a private one (e.g. Vimeo
or Vzaar). Depending on the
age of the players it would be
appropriate to make parents
aware if access to a public
Video Hosting system is

You and your players also will need to
develop a ‘Profile’ on the chosen
network - even if the profile is minimal
( e.g. just a name without any further
details).

provided.
When new content is posted

All the content in the site must be

the player can be informed by

provided by you and your

email – a RSS function.

players/parents – there is no content
provided as in the case in subscription
models.
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Pros

Cons

Players and coaches can keep their

It may be difficult to create specific

personal profile and the team page

sections or categories within the

separate. When you post something on

group.

your personal PROFILE, your players on
your TEAM PAGE will not receive that
post. You and your players therefore do
not need to make each other ‘friends’ –
this would provide access to personal non
soccer content (photos etc.)
Google + does allow you to separate

Some Social networks may be

private and business networks by creating

blocked by employers or schools – it

topic specific ‘Circles’ There is also the

would be a good idea to check this.

opportunity to use other features such as
Video Phone Calls via Google ‘Hangouts’
(an alternative to Skype).

The two most popular free social media sites used as VLEs as recorded by
our Research with Soccer Coaches were Facebook by some margin
followed by Google + (https://plus.google.com/).
There is the possibility of creating a dedicated YouTube channel for your
players or using the functionality of Scoop.It.

However - If you are

considering developing a VLE with free Social Media tools then we would
recommend using either Facebook or Google+.
To know how best to develop VLE’s via Facebook and
Google + please click here for details of our Online Course
www.sportspath.com
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c) Developing your own Blog as a VLE
A blog is essentially a Website and can support interaction and
discussion with players. Blogs are easy to create and update. They
provide simple tools for adding links, photos and videos. They provide
an excellent medium for previewing tasks, consolidation, feedback
revision and reflection as will see in Chapter 5.
Pros

Cons

Can be free or low cost and

Not all are free but certainly

password protected to provide

inexpensive.

privacy.
No minimum age required to
access.
Players and parents don’t need to

All the content in the site must be

set up an account to access the

provided

blog - just use the logins you can

players/parents

provide for them.

content provided as in the case in

by

you
-

subscription models.
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Pros

Cons

There is opportunity to divide the
blog into sections and categories:
blog posts can be created ahead of
time

and

scheduled

to

be

uploaded to the Web.
It will be possible to provide video
clips via an external Video Hosting
server. This could be a public
Video Hosting site (e.g. YouTube)
or a private one (e.g. Video or
Vzaar). Depending on the age of
the

players

appropriate

it
to

would
make

be

parents

aware if access to a public Video
Hosting system is provided.
Access to blogs is unlikely to be
blocked by employers or schools.
When new content is posted the
player can be informed by email –
a RSS function.

The three most popular blog services used as VLEs as recorded by our
Research with Soccer Coaches were:
http://www.blogger.com/home
http://www.typepad.com
http://wordpress.com
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For a comparison of blogging platforms look here:
https://www.udemy.com/blog/best-blogging-platform/
For Simplicity at Sports Path™ we currently use Typepad for the Sports Path
blog here: http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-e-learning-bl/

To know how best to develop a blog as your VLE’s please click
here for details of our Online Course www.sportspath.com

N.B. Unless you have agreed otherwise with your club or association we
recommend that the Intellectual Property of the blog you create is yours. It
means that if you leave one club to join another club the blog which you have
developed –after you have deleted any messages with players – remains your
property.

d) Developing a dedicated Extranet or Intranet as a VLE
Pros

Cons

Private and No minimum age

Can be expensive

required to access.
All the advantages of subscription
sites but all the content in the site
must be provided by you and your
players/parents-there is no
content provided as in the case in
subscription models.
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Examples of the use of a private Extranet include the following examples
which are also explored in more depth for their use in Chapter 5:
Danish FA
Icelandic FA
New Zealand FA
Sparta Rotterdam
Many other European Professional clubs have developed their
own extranets for their players but it should be noted that for
their Youth Academy Chelsea FC use Inside Soccer.
Also the majority of professional clubs in the English Football
League England use the Football League VLE:
http://www.lfe.org.uk/ and http://www.webpraxis.co.uk/casestudies/league-football-education-lfe

Research from coaches who use the Web
The 3 Most Popular Tools used to create VLE for their players by
Soccer Coaches were:
1.

A Facebook group

2.

A blog

3.

The S2S System
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Listed below is a cross section of the responses
from coaches on the subject of choosing a VLE taken
from the research we conducted with coaches.
Coach / Club

Quote

Renzo Attard - Head

Facebook is the most common place that I can reach

Coach at Ghaxaq F.C.

all the players.

Youth Nursery, Malta
David Kramer -

We use our website, Facebook, and email to

Technical Director at

distribute information so coaches and players get

Colorado Edge Soccer

video and get instant and up to date information.

Club, USA

Information is in written and diagram format.

John McDermott -

We utilise our own Intranet (as a VLE) for our player

Academy Manager,

education and homework clubs.

Tottenham Hotspur FC,
England
Chris Gooch -

We present ideas and information on Facebook.

Cheltenham Town Ladies
FC, England
Andrew Donnery -

We have a Facebook page and post different sessions

CEO /Executive

there. We also send out newsletters each season as

Director at Fremont

well as pdf sessions, have twitter and a YouTube

Youth Soccer League,

channel with skills videos; use a YouTube channel to

California USA

post skills for the players and have a partnership
with ISoccer.

Marcus Walfridson -

We use s2s.net

Sparta/Bragerøen IL
(Norway)
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Coach / Club

Quote

Frank Molinaro -

I use Facebook to create a team webpage

Milwaukee Kickers Soccer

where players go to view photos of team,

Club,Wisconsin,USA

videos of player's shooting technique and
coaches’ comments. I used YouTube links to
send to players live demos of how to execute
dribbling moves, goal kick techniques, etc.

Tino Fusco - Mount

We have a Team Blog and a team Facebook

Royal University Alberta

page.

Canada
Ásmundur Arnarsson -

We use Facebook with videos, pictures and

Head coach of Fylkir FC

comments.

Premier League, Iceland
Ronny Charry - Coach,

I think so many kids are on Facebook that we

Las Vegas Soccer Club,USA

as coaches can use this tool to better reach our
player. I am using Facebook to post videos
that I want them to see.

Stephen Guinan -

Closed Facebook Groups in order to put up

Academy Manager at

training, match information but also

Kidderminster Harriers FC

occasionally put a link to various articles that

,formerly Director of

we think might be if use to the players.

Hartpury College Football
Academy, England
Keith Boanas
Women’ National

We use a combination of Social Media and
Session Planner

Coach, Estonian FA
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Which tools have you used to develop a VLE for your
players?
We are conducting a survey on the tools used by Soccer Coaches. You can
access the survey via the Sports Path Blog here
http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-e-learning-bl/soccercoaching-and-the-web-survey.html or typing in ‘Sports Path elearning Blog
‘into Your Search Engine. Details of the survey are at the bottom of the left
hand column
If you complete the short survey we will ensure you receive a Free PDF
Copy of ‘Soccer Coaching and the Web: A Guide to Support Coach
Development’ available in 2014.

To get a working knowledge of how to improve your skills in developing your
VLE and how these skills relate PRACTICALLY to coaching soccer please look
at examples of our Online Course - ‘Soccer Coaching and the Web: How to use
the Web to support Player Development’. Details here:
www.sportspath.com

Take Home Message
As a MINIMUM we would recommend you explore the
opportunities in developing a Blog –or a Facebook Group
Page - as a VLE for your players.
You can always upgrade to a subscription site once you have
mastered some of the skills we outline in Chapters 4 and 5.
How much time will this take?
10 minutes to set up a Blog or Facebook Group account.
An hour a week to post blogs and respond to players
questions.
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CHAPTER 4: Online Video and Photos
In this Chapter we will outline the basic steps to using video (and photographs) to
support your coaching. We would recommend this to be a part of the VLE you
are creating.
Any learning should be enjoyable and visual images provide the perfect medium
to provide FUN. Video provides the best opportunity to capture the imagination
of the players, developing ‘Player Pull’ as opposed to your ‘Coach Push’.
In the next Chapter (Chapter 5) we examine how to use video and other tools to
get the best from your VLE and in this Chapter we look at the simple processes of
capturing, curating, and editing in readiness to share video online. Even if you
are using one of the subscription sites listed in the previous chapter for your VLE
it will still be of great importance to understand how to source, curate, edit and
embed video.
To gain a working knowledge of how to do this as one of key skills as a coach, we
recommend you consider taking our Online Course details of which are available
at www.sportspath.com
In this Chapter we will outline these steps for you:
Why use Online Video
Sourcing Video and Photos
Curating and Sequencing Video
Simple Editing and Annotating Video
Hosting and Embedding Video
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What’s the minimum I need to do?
Know how to shoot simple video and take good
photos from your Smart Phone.
Know how to source, upload and share video by
starting your own YouTube Channel or through a
private Video Hosting Service.
Add value to video clips and photos by annotating
and captioning them.

1. Why use Online Video
Here are some statistics from March 201318:Over 1 billion unique users visit YouTube every month and 5,000
hours of YouTube video are watched every day on Facebook:
over 700 YouTube videos are shared on Twitter each minute.
In 2012: 27% of internet - using teenagers were found to record
and upload video to the internet19
This data highlights that Online Video is accessible and easily viewed.
The likelihood is that your players will already be viewing soccer video clips
online and it would be useful to ask them which sites they use, how often they
watch online video and which devices they use to view it. Therefore if you
don’t provide some guidance as to what to view, the likelihood is that your
players will seek this guidance themselves.

18

http://threemotion.co.uk/the-power-of-online-video-the-stats-2013/

19

http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2012/Teens-and-online-video.aspx
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2. Sourcing Video and Photos
Shooting your own Video
a)

Capturing video footage from your own players, performing skills
well, to use as coaching resource provides really fine examples of
good practice to use in your VLE. For capturing clips of individual
players in training or interviews with parents/players we
recommend the ‘Flip’ Camera - a Pocket Sized Video Camera you
may still be able to purchase via Amazon as they are very easy to
use. There are alternatives to ‘Flip’ as you may simply decide to use
the video function of your Cell/Mobile/Smart phone or IPad.
A popular app with great features to use on your phone or tablet is
‘Coach’s Eye’
Available here for IPhones and IPads
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/coachs-eye/id472006138?mt=8
and here for Androids via Google
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.techsmith.app
s.coachseye&hl=en
Filming players completing simple exercises in training can provide
a useful motivational tool and also a record of good practice for
future players to view.
As an example view the Website of Freemont Youth Soccer Club,
California, USA: http://www.fysc.us/ and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxKnZHQ4qrs

b)

Shooting Game Video can be difficult but if you have a good tripod,
a steady base and the ability to achieve some safe, secure height
(e.g. an approved platform) then with use of zoom and pan you can
capture some game video. This can be shot from the sidelines or
from behind the one goal to obtain quality shots from one half. See:
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http://www.soccercoachingnotes.com/coaching/manage/how-tovideo-soccer-games.html
And http://www.ehow.com/how_7836523_videotape-soccergame.html

c)

There are a number of companies who will film games and provide
video suitable to be viewed on the Web (e.g.
http://www.sportsvideousa.com/ as used by US Youth Soccer or
Top Form Soccer as used by CASL in the USA.
http://www.caslnc.com/Portals/991/Docs/Sponsors/Top%20Form
.pdf )

d)

Once you have your video clips you can save them on your
computer hard drive.

NB: Please ensure you obtain parents’ permission to film their
children on video or take photographs of them.

Taking your own Photos
This is so easy now with Smart Phones and IPads. During the World
Cup in 1970 a young Carlos Alberto Parreira was an assistant coach for
the Brazilian National Team (Carlos subsequently as Head Coach was to
lead Brazil to World Cup victory in 1994).
In 1970 video tape was not easily available and game films took too long
to develop so during Brazil’s games he positioned himself in the stadium
to take wide angled still photographs of key moments in the game - Set
Plays; when Brazil were in and out of possession as well as the moments
possession was won and lost. He developed these photographs back at
the team hotel for each game, enlarged them and then posted them on
the walls of the Brazilian Team Meeting room for the players to view the
day after each game.
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The opportunities now exist to simply take photographs of key moments
in a game or from training and post these in your VLE. The
photographs can be captioned and annotated (see Section 5 in this
Chapter)

Using YouTube
a)

You can access and find match video clips and training exercises via
YouTube by using the YouTube Search Functions (e.g. Type in ‘Soccer
Coaching Games’ to the YouTube search function).
You may also wish to view the Official YouTube sites of major
Professional Clubs here:
http://www.bigsoccer.com/community/threads/top-25-football-clubson-youtube-by-subscribers.1944159/
http://www.footballfriendlies.com/2013/02/official-youtube-footballsoccer.html

b)

You can (with parental approval) ask the players to find their own
favorite video clips on YouTube. We show in the next chapter how this
can provide a useful tool to inspiring players to practice a skill perfected
by a star they have seen on a YouTube clips.

c)

You can establish your club’s own Chanel on YouTube and you can then
upload the video clips you have shot from your Hard Drive to your
dedicated YouTube Channel. You need first to set up a YouTube account
and view here to see how to set up your own channel:

- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WRaXrNdYiI
- http://www.slideshare.net/bsage/how-to-set-up-a-youtube-channel
Here are some examples of Youth Soccer Clubs YouTube Channels:
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- Carmel and Indiana United:
http://www.youtube.com/user/carmelunited/feed

- Burlington Youth Soccer Club
http://www.youtube.com/user/burlingtonsoccer

- San Diego Surf Soccer Club
http://www.youtube.com/user/sandiegosurfsoccer
d)

You can set privacy settings for your videos on YouTube but for this
to work all your viewers will need a YouTube/Google account. For
details see:
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/157177?hl=en-GB
and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fViYcDDZyhk

NB: Remember that YouTube’s regulations stipulate that a user must be
13 years of age to have a YouTube account and we recommend that you
obtain parental approval for young players to access YouTube. You may
wish to view these pages as a parent’s guide for YouTube:
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/126289?hl=en
http://www.commonsensemedia.org/advice-for-parents/parents-guideyoutube

Other Free Video Sources
We would direct you to the list in Chapter 2 of available free video sites
and also these sites:

-

UEFA Official YouTube site
http://www.youtube.com/user/UEFA

-

FIFA Official YouTube site
http://www.youtube.com/user/FIFATV
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3. Screen Capture & Screencasting
Screen capture
Often also known as a Screenshot see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screenshot
This involves taking a screenshot or image of the screen or part of the screen. It
is actually possible to do this without any special software, e.g. on a PC you can
capture the screen using Alt+Print Screen, and on a Mac you can use
Cmd+Shft+3 to capture the whole screen, Cmd+Shft+4 to capture a portion of
the screen.
Once you have taken a screenshot you can use the screenshot or annotate it,
using graphics software such as ‘Evernote’ which we mentioned in Chapter 2.
Screen Capture with Evernote Skitch http://evernote.com/skitch/ can also be
used to capture a specific moment of a video clip and then annotate.

Screencasting
A screencast is a digital recording of computer screen output, also known as
a video screen capture, often containing audio narration. The
term screencast compares with the related term screenshot; whereas
screenshot is a picture of a computer screen, a screencast is essentially a movie
of the changes over time that a user sees on a computer screen, enhanced with
audio narration.
To support player development you may wish to record a simple Power Point
demonstration of a particular aspect with narration to subsequently post in
your VLE.
For example to introduce the first module in our Sports Path online learning
course – ‘Soccer Diet the simplest way to improve your team’s performance’we included a Screencast from Professor Jay Williams of Virginia Tech, USA,
which he recorded using free Microsoft software.
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http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-e-learning-bl/soccer-dietthe-simplest-way-to-improve-your-teams-performance.html
Such a Screencast for parents and players on Diet could enhance your VLE
and over 12 of the Soccer Diet screencasts are available for coaches who
enroll on this course.
Other screen capture and screencasting tools would include
Jing, Screenr, Snagit, Camtasia and Adobe Captivate.
In this area at Sports Path ™ we have found two tools especially useful:

-

Google +Hangouts http://www.google.com/+/learnmore/hangouts/
This is a free video chat service from Google that enables both one-onone chats and group chats with up to ten people at a time. This tool can
also be used to create Screencasts which can be saved as YouTube videos

-

Brainshark http://www.brainshark.com/ to be an excellent tool to
share presentations. Brainshark allows you to create, share and track
online video presentations that can be viewed at any time, on a variety of
devices You can also turn presentations into YouTube videos. To create
a Brainshark, upload a PowerPoint presentation or other business
content (e.g. document, image, or video) to the hosted site and then use
the telephone or computer microphone to record voice narration. You
can add additional features such as polls, quizzes, attachments, etc. The
final presentation can be delivered via a Web link or can be embedded in
a Web page, and you can track various statistics, including who viewed
your presentation and time spent viewing it, and receive reports and
alerts of viewing activity.

4. Curating and Sequencing Video and Photos
A theme we have been emphasizing is that to engage players it is not enough to
idly post video and photos. To fully engage players not only does the actual
video need WOW but it needs to be curated in a way to ENGAGE players.
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Curating is adding value to your collection by undertaking these tasks;

-

Putting them in order into a Playlist

-

Annotating by adding a comment or caption

-

Provoking a response so that your users are more likely to
comment which in turn adds to the resource

-

Bookmarking and Tagging your collection of videos and photos so
that users of your VLE can easily find them

In your YouTube Channel you can easily create a playlist of videos and add
comments. You can also develop similar playlist using Scoop.it.
An example of a tool to develop a video playlist to support player development
is MentorMob (http://www.mentormob.com) which lets you create a “learning
playlist” of Web-based content for your players.
Another newer tool, launched in the summer of 2103, is Zaption
(http://www.zaption.com/). Zaption is a new interactive video platform that
lets teachers turn ordinary YouTube videos into interactive experiences. Using
Zaption, coaches can include quizzes, comments, discussions, and can even
track their students' viewing habits. The company plans to release an iPad
friendly version of the app in the near future.
Zaption offers a 30-day free trial for all educators - no credit card required and recently launched a Zaption Pioneers program to help instructors create
great tours and share them with other educators in Zaption’s private gallery
(www.zaption.com/pioneers).
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5. Simple Editing and Annotating Video
The value of sharing video with players online is that it is a far more
effective way of using scarce time resources as opposed to having all the
players watch the same video in a meeting room all at the same time.
If you are using video from YouTube or your own video and photos you may
also wish to edit the content to increase the likelihood of the content
engaging with the players.

Here are two great examples from James Lambert, an ‘A’ License Coach and
Technical Director of the Marconi Stallions in Australia:

-

http://www.coachingadvancedplayers.com/attacking-the-barcelonaway/

-

http://positionalfootball.com/spanish-football/real-madrid-counter/

James Lambert provides a brief example of how to add captions here:
http://sportspathvideo.wordpress.com/video-editing-basic/

Please also look at some of other examples of James' excellent work in this field
on his Website: www.positionalfootball.com.
Adding music, wrapping captions around photos and video clips for your
players provides much richer and more valuable performance support for your
player.
We researched Soccer Coaches to establish which tools and the most common
mentioned were as follows:
http://www.performanceinnovation.net/ (as used by the English FA)
http://captiontube.appspot.com/
http://mashable.com/2010/01/16/youtube-captions-how-to/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K4WJs94FfY
Dartfish http://www.dartfish.com/en/
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An example of a Dartfish user would be Jari Väisänen from VJS Women’s
team who play in the Ist Division of the Finnish League. Jari told us in the
Research we conducted that they especially liked the simplicity of Dartfish
which they use in conjunction with their Facebook group.
For a review of how to use Dartfish to increase player engagement view this
Case Study here from the excellent Video Analyst Website:
http://thevideoanalyst.com/flippingfantastic/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=
Feed%3A+thevideoanalyst+%28thevideoanalyst.com%29

Specifically for coaches, one of the market leaders would appear to
be http://www.hudl.com/. An example is provided here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVsemBD_3kw

An example from a Hudl user is Aaron Radford, Head Coach Boys and Girls
Soccer, Kentwood High School, Kent, Washington State,USA
‘This is my first year using Hudl. Most of my use is to provide players a
chance to watch/learn from game film on their own time, instead of having
video meetings in addition to practice.’
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Below a list of video editing software packages recommended by coaches for
editing and captioning:
The Digital Coach http://longomatch.ylatuya.es/
SportsCam: http://www.sportcam.net/Default.aspx
Athleon http://www.athleon.com/
DTS Video http://www.dtsvideo.com/
Espor http://www.espor.com/
Krossover - Sports Intelligence Platform
http://krossoverintelligence.com/v1/
SportCode Video analysis http://www.sportcode.co.rs/default.htm
Sportstec http://www.sportstec.com/ including
Gamebreaker http://www.sportstec.com/gamebreaker/gamebreak
er-overview.php
DV Sport http://dvsport.com/
NACS Sport http://www.nacsport.com/
TMD Performance, see:
http://tapemyday.com/wpcontent/media/TMD_performance_flyer_2012_final.pdf
James Lambert provides a brief example of how to edit video here:
http://sportspathvideo.wordpress.com/cutting-up-clips/
NB To annotate or caption single video clips or photos the free Evernote tools
are very useful: http://evernote.com/skitch/
Clearly the value of undertaking our Online Course (see
www.sportspath.com ) will improve your skills in editing and annotating
video.
.
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6. Hosting and Embedding Video
Hosting Video:
So you have accumulated video on your computer hard drive or identified
video on YouTube that you would like to use.
You have the choice of uploading them to your YouTube channel -see 2c) in
this chapter – or you may choose to subscribe to a private Video Hosting
service. YouTube has many advantages but one of the biggest disadvantages
(apart from the advertisements!) is that once you direct your players to a
clip on YouTube they can then investigate and view other content on
YouTube which some parents may feel is inappropriate.
The advantage, therefore of private Video Hosting Services is that you can
control, through your link to the Video Hosting service, which videos
players view. This may be more popular with parents especially of young
players. Basically with private Video Hosting Services you upload to the
video clips you have on your computer hard drive to the hosting service.
The videos are then stored by the hosting service ‘in the cloud’. You then
download these onto your VLE for your players to view. When your players
view these videos they link to the video host and view only the link you have
provided.
For a review of Video Hosting Services as alternatives to YouTube please
view: http://goanimate.com/video-maker-tips/8-best-youtubealternatives-for-business-video-hosting/
At Sports Path™ for our Online Courses we use www.vzaar.com and we
would recommend them.
If you are using a Word Press blog as your VLE you may wish to see how
you can add video: http://en.support.wordpress.com/videopress/
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Embedding Video
To display the video on your VLE you can either simply provide the Web
link as a URL or embed the video in the appropriate page of your VLE.
The advantage of embedding the video is that the player can see the
opening shot of the video and it is more likely that players will click onto
an embedded video than a URL.
Embedding is really like copy and pasting. For an overview of how to
embed from YouTube look here:
-

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/171780?hl=en-GB

And

-

http://www.htmlgoodies.com/tutorials/web_graphics/article.php
/3480061/How-To-Add-a-YouTube-Video-to-Your-Web-Site.htm

How have you used Video and Photos via the Web to support
your coaching ?
We are conducting a survey on the tools used by Soccer Coaches. You can
access the survey via the Sports Path Blog here
http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-e-learning-bl/soccercoaching-and-the-web-survey.html or typing in ‘Sports Path elearning Blog
‘into Your Search Engine. Details of the survey are at the bottom of the left
hand column
If you complete the short survey we will ensure you receive a Free PDF
Copy of ‘Soccer Coaching and the Web: A Guide to Support Coach
Development’ available in 2014.
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To develop a Working knowledge of how to improve your
skills in working with video and how these relate
PRACTICALLY to coaching soccer please look at examples of
our Online Course here www.sportspath.com.

Take Home Message
As a MINIMUM
Know how to shoot simple video and take good photos
from your Smart Phone
Know How to upload and share this content by
starting your own YouTube Channel or through a
private Video Hosting Service
Add value to video clips and photos by annotating and
captioning them.
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CHAPTER 5: Maximizing the use of your VLE
Having developed a VLE – even a most basic one - you now have the opportunity
to really engage your players and support their development.
In this Chapter we will look at a number of ways to do this by providing examples
currently used by Soccer Coaches.
If you are starting out with your VLE we recommend you do not attempt to
incorporate all the tasks and functions listed - just try a few that you feel most
comfortable with and then you can build on these.
Before looking at specific function and tools I would like to share with you the 11
Major Principles I have observed from successful VLE’s created by Soccer
Coaches. These are listed below and make an excellent basis for a Plan for your
VLE;
1.

WOW- the best VLE’s will have content, whether video, text,graphic or
photo, which will engage the player to return to the VLE. Your VLE will
need WOW.

2.

Can you ensure the content is updated at least weekly and is
TOPICAL? You can achieve this by planning which content you can
post at certain times of the year (e.g. pre-season, Xmas, end of season,
out of season etc.) and at specific stages of your learning cycle (e.g. goal
setting, self-evaluation by the player, feedback etc.). When you have
posted something new send alerts (e.g. via Twitter, Instant Messaging or
Email) to your players to view the new post. The most effective way is
via a RSS feed from your VLE.

3.

You will react to certain events but the most effective VLE’s would
appear to be PROACTIVE - CAN YOUR CONTENT ASK A
QUESTION or POSE A PROBLEM? Is it also possible for you to
assess what they already know and can do via the VLE?
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4.

It will be helpful therefore if you can confirm your own learning
philosophy as a simple LEARNING MODEL. View Diagram 1 in two
pages to see an example of a learning model and then see how your VLE
can support your Learning Model.

5.

Can you check that the content is VISITED? - It’s not just nice to have
content but it’s an integral part of your learning program for the players.
So INVOLVE, STIMULATE AND ENGAGE your players to
CONTRIBUTE to their VLE. You need to check that your content – and
which bits of your content – is being visited. You will need some method
of checking traffic to which pages (we recommend:
http://www.google.com/analytics/) and then pose questions, tasks and
assignments for players based on content you have posted on the VLE.

6.

Time is finite – both yours and your players so be sure to make content
you post on the VLE RELEVANT TO YOUR PLAYERS.

7.

Not all your players will use the VLE in the same way as they will have
different learning styles - they will learn in different ways. The most
successful VLE’s have assisted the players to become ‘self-directed’
learners where the player takes more responsibility for their
development and more control over their own learning. The players
therefore learn to learn how they learn best. The more you can
customize your VLE for the PERSONAL needs of individual players –
or at least groups (e.g. for all goalkeepers or all strikers etc.) the more
your VLE will become a PLE (Personal Learning Environment).

8.

Wherever possible build in the opportunity for the player to record
PROGRESS against agreed objectives.

9.

Use the VLE for MORE THAN JUST TECHNIQUE ASPECTS.
Think what content you can use to support the players development in
GAME UNDERSTANDING, DIET, FITNESS and PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASPECTS.
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10. Build an ARCHIVE: an ongoing resource to which this year’s players
have contributed but which can be used for subsequent squads and year
groups.
11. Involve PARENTS where appropriate - provide dedicated areas for
content for parents; Q & A with parents as well as discussion forums for
parents. Influence them and find out what their thoughts are.

Developing a plan for your VLE from your Personal Learning
Philosophy
To get the most from your VLE you should know how the VLE will
compliment your own learning style. As part of the active face to face
coaching you provide (through preparing sessions, creating practices,
observing and correcting faults) you will no doubt have a preferred
learning environment. We have created in Diagram 1 (next page, pg. 75)
a proposed learning model of the likely components of the learning
environment you attempt to create. Please review it and ask yourself
these questions:

1) Are there aspects you would add/delete from this
learning model?
2) If these are useful building blocks for your learning
cycle – how and where can the web help?
3) In which aspects do you think the web can have the
greatest impact to support your learning model?
4) What do you consider your strengths and weaknesses
as a coach – and how could using the web help you?
5) Would you rank them in priority order as to which
aspects you think can be enhanced and extended by
using the web?
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Diagram 1: A Possible Learning Model

We will look at some practical examples of the use of the web but firstly, as so
much of player development revolves around ‘Practice’ let’s just consider some
background on ‘Practice.’
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Rasmus Ankerson has written a great book ‘The Gold Mine Effect’20. We all want
to discover our unique talents and make an impact with them. But how? Rasmus
Ankersen, an ex footballer and performance specialist, quit his job, spent his last
pennies booking flight tickets and for six intense months traveled the world and
literally trained and lived with the world's best athletes and their coaches in an
attempt to answer this very question.

Here in his blog21 is a balanced view on ‘Practice does not make Perfect.’
“Most people would agree that the more you practice, the better you get. Well,
actually that is not true. Several scientific studies have shown that a lot of
practice and experience do not necessarily lead to real expertise. A practical
example would be that of Nathan Milstein, one of the 20th century's best
violinists, who studied with the famous teacher Leopold Auer. One day Milstein
asked Auer if he thought he was training enough. Auer replied: "Train with
your fingers and it will take you all day long. Train with your brain and you
can achieve just as much in an hour and a half.”

Ankerson says that he loves this story because: “it leaves us with a crucial lesson
about developing true expertise. To become good at something you must
constantly evaluate and honestly analyse your performance - what the world
famous Swedish professor, Anders Ericsson, has named ‘deliberate practice’.
Deliberate practice is not just showing up and senselessly repeating what you
did yesterday. It is knowing your goals, training deep, with great intensity and
frequent feedback in order to move your skills to the next level.”

20

http://www.thegoldmineeffect.com/book

http://www.thegoldmineeffect.com/blog/2013/07/practice-does-not-makeperfect21
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As reported by Ankerson - Colm O’Connell, the legendary coach of the successful
Kenyan long distance runners, told Ankerson a few years ago:

"I have athletes who come to training, train and go home again. Next day
they turn up a few minutes before training starts. But I also have athletes
who come here, do their training, go home and evaluate what they did. They
work out what they did well and what they need to do better tomorrow. The
next day they already start an hour or two before training to prepare
themselves for precisely what they need to work at and focus on during the
day's training. Guess who goes furthest?....A winner is a loser who has
evaluated himself/herself."
Daniel Coyle author of the equally valuable book ‘The Talent Code’22 when talking
about Deep Practice said in an interview on this blog:23
“Deep practice means doing three things: 1) chunking - which means breaking
things down to their basic parts, then putting them together again in everlarger groupings; 2) reaching just past the edge of your ability; 3) intensive
repetition. When you combine these things, you literally change your brain by
constructing new circuits, and making new connections.”

22

http://www.amazon.com/Talent-Code-Greatness-BornGrown/dp/055380684X
23

http://blogs.edweek.org/teachers/classroom_qa_with_larry_ferlazzo/2013/09/
teachers_need_to_behave_like_johnny_appleseeds_an_interview_with_daniel
_coyle.html
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The Challenge is therefore to use the web to support ‘Deep Practice.’ We asked
the coaches as part of our Research what benefits did they achieve from using the
web to support their coaching and player development.
The reasons they gave – in Priority Order are listed below:
1. Inspiring them by recommending they view a video clip you have identified
2. Introducing a new topic
3. Following up from a Training Session
4. Providing Feedback from a game e.g. your observations or simple data
5. Providing Homework Challenges for the player to complete on their own

Please see the next few pages for examples from Soccer Coaches as how they use
their VLE’s.
INTRODUCING A TOPIC AND INSPIRING THE PLAYERS
"If I was asked to find one word to describe one of the main differences I have
noticed in 25 years of coaching, the word would probably be 'Why’? Today's
players want to know the reasons behind each session on the training ground –
and, of course, you have to be ready to give them a good answer."
Gerard Houllier, former Technical Director of the French Football Federation
and Manager of Liverpool, Olympique Lyon and Paris SG quote24 echoes the
views of many coaches.

http://www.socceramerica.com/article/49484/choose-words-wisely-whilecoaching-kids.html
24
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Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development

-

Coaches can highlight video for players e.g. Messi’s top 50 goals from
YouTube over 9 years or Johan Cryuff in the Barcelona team of 1974 here:
http://footballofthepast.wordpress.com/barcelona-74/ as complied by
James Lambert Technical Director, Marconi Stallions in the New South
Wales Premier League (Australia) James, also has used this method;

◦

Firstly link them to players of their country of origin and players with
similar characteristics.

◦
◦

Ask the player to watch the clips and comment.
Put clips of the player in games so he can review what he is doing well
and what he can improve on.

◦
◦

Start to collate clips on Aguero showing different attributes.
Lastly create a training session to allow the player to practice some of
the things he has learnt.

-

Colin Jack, Coach, Hibernian FC Academy, Scotland outlined his
method of introducing a topic:

“I direct the players to YouTube to look at a range of videos. Included are
motivational videos and videos of top players.”
Another good example here from West Ottawa Soccer Club Video using players
and coaches from the club to introduce topics:
http://coachescorner.wosc.com/post/attacking-moves-6340620
SUGGESTION BOX
Coaches could also assign a video to a player. After viewing the
video, have each player post to a discussion board based on a
specific task, concept, or reflection and encourage players to
interact and engage with each other.
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GOAL SETTING
An Example of Web Use to Support Player Development

-

From Andres Olmedo, Coach, Davis Legacy Soccer Club, Davis,
California:

“I continue to use the web to provide feedback and to set up goals for the
season as well as to evaluate their progress throughout the season.”

SUGGESTION BOX
Current educational practice provides young learners with
Individualized Learning Plans so they will increasingly expect the same
in sport. Agree PERSONALIZED Objectives for the season which are
age specific and where appropriate positional specific. Coaches can use
video and data available on the web to illustrate agreed positional KPI’s.

CHUNKING, PREPARING AND PRIMING PLAYERS FOR PRACTICE
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development

-

From Ricky Clarke, NSCAA National Staff Coach & ECNL Pleasanton Rage
Staff Coach and former DOC at Mission Valley United:

"Mission Valley United developed TactX videos for our club coaches, the
videos mirror our club curriculum: as part of our training sessions, every
player gets access to these individual videos for free.”
pic.twitter.com/X9MTlPzP0X.
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-

Humam Talhami, Coach at Three Rivers Soccer Club,Illinois,USA told us:

“All my players have downloaded coachfx. I send them CoachFX animation.”

-

Brian Derby ,Coaching Director of Papakura City Football Club’s Football
Academy in New Zealand used these methods:

‘‘I would send my team relevant to position, session plans on attack or
defending depending on how we had played in the previous game. It gives
them a heads up on the session and gets them thinking. They will liaise at
school or as soon as they turn up for training, they are already focused: they
have ideas of how it will all work and taking ownership of their own
development.”
SUGGESTION BOX
Pose a question at the beginning of each video to give players an idea
before they watch of what to expect, what to look for, and what might be
worth thinking about.

HOMEWORK – Flipping The Session
From Daniel Coyle, author of the Talent Code25 on his Twitter Account:
@DanielCoyle1h
‘Prediction: 10 years from now, we'll see flipped classrooms as we now see
organic food--a big, obvious improvement.’
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development

-

Vince Ganzberg, a NSCAA Academy Staff Instructor, has adapted the
idea of ‘Flipping ‘as a unique concept coaches can implement into their
practices.

25

http://thetalentcode.com/
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Entitled "Flipping the Field,’ Ganzberg recommends using technology to
enhance a player’s ability to learn. "Flipping the Field"
(http://my.brainshark.com/flipped-field-gk-version-229945647 ) is
based on a Khan Academy concept by flipping the classroom. The
instructor (or in this case, the coach) sends the student a video to view
online before the next session. Rather than using practice time to
instruct the concept from scratch, that same amount of time is used for
hands-on, enrichment-type activities. This then allows the
student/player to learn at his or her own pace, as well as enhance
mastery learning (learning by practicing at home). Vince points out the
positives in "flipping the field," such as Inspiring and Educating players
as well as increased one-on-one time at practice.

-

Brian McAughey of the Phoenix Soccer Club, New York State, USA (and
formerly Assistant Academy Director at the Sheffield Wednesday
Academy in England) uses a ‘Flip’ approach when he sends a weekly
email to players with Homework tasks as shown on YouTube. This one
highlights the skills of US Women’s International team player, Tobin
Heath:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCKuWsew6ss&feature=youtu.be

-

Remember - don’t underestimate the value of kids practising with the
ball by themselves, as Nick Levett, the English FA's National
Development Manager for youth football recently tweeted:
‘All the best ideas - Cruyff turn, Ronaldo chop - stemmed from adults
engaged in 'play’, from messing about with a ball and trying stuff out!’

(https://twitter.com/nlevett and
http://youthfootballdevelopment.blogspot.co.uk/)
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SUGGESTION BOX
IF players have followed the videos and practiced in their own time.
coaches can maximize the use of practice time to assist players in
decision making and problem solving Flipping is now a common
concept in mainstream education so players are likely to be familiar
with the concept of ‘ Flipping’

HOMEWORK –Skill Tests
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development
A traditional way for coaches to motivate players to practice techniques
has been to set Skill or Technique tests and Challenges for players to
practice in their own time. Skills tests are often dismissed by many
coaches but young players (and their parents!) really enjoy them. As
creator of the FA Soccer Star Scheme I am aware of the popularity of such
tools –especially after 1999 when we moved the Program Online: Over 1
million children participated and received a Certificate as part of this
program between 1989 and 2009. The outline of the tests are still
viewable with short video clips here:
(http://content.espressoeducation.com/espresso/modules/www/pe/www
_football_skills/whatsavailable.html
-

Penkridge Junior FC in England still use this Program:
http://www.pjfc.co.uk/?page_id=487
In 2009 The FA’s replaced the Soccer Star Scheme with Tesco Skills:
http://tescoskills.thefa.com/

-

25 years after the launch of the Soccer Star tests, the market leader in
2013 is clearly iSoccer (https://www.playisoccer.com/). The creator of
this great product, Scott Leber, said:
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‘The question I asked myself when creating iSoccer was: Can you
build a scalable system to motivate millions of kids anywhere in the
world to spend more time with the ball? And from that question,
iSoccer was born. Over the past five years, we have built a web and
mobile based platform that can motivate and empower any player,
anywhere to raise their technical level.'
- Other skill tests which are also available online include:

◦

New York Red Bulls:
Academy: http://www.redbullsacademy.com/training/skillschallenge.as
px

◦

The German FA:
http://fussballabzeichen.dfb.de/vindex.html;jsessionid=D36EEC0ADD
720DF12D0FF3046644C699.prod_verw_node1. You will need to read
German or use Google Translate to understand this.

◦

Bobby Charlton Soccer Schools:
http://soccercampsinternational.com/bobby-charlton-soccer-campinternational-skills-final/: as used by a young David Beckham!
SUGGESTION BOX
Coaches can devise your own Skill tests, video your own players
taking them and develop bench marks for each age range.

HOMEWORK – Other Activities
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development
- Ricky Clarke NSCAA National Staff Coach & ECNL Pleasanton Rage Staff
Coach and former DOC at Mission Valley United amongst other web
activities on his excellent website (http://rickymastercoach.com/) also
has a regular 30 minutes online radio broadcast with a player or coach:
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‘I encourage all my players to read the articles/interviews I post. I use it as a
homework tool. They read it, then write something about one of the questions
or something about the player I interviewed. They then present and hand it
into me during the next practice.’

- An example of a player undertaking soccer homework here from Youth
Soccer 101 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pH8A0bVJa1s.
Further examples of Homework activities can found on Youth Soccer
101’s website here:
http://www.youthsoccer101.com/www.youthsoccer101.html

SUGGESTION BOX
Not quite using the web but the principles are the same for Homework
in this example provided by the Icelandic FA – who have overachieved
in the performance of their male and female International teams in the
last 5years. In 2010 they embarked on a scheme where they made
20.000 copies of a skills DVD and gave one to every single player from
age 16 and younger in the whole country (age 5-16). Each player
received his/her copy hand in hand from a national team player or a
women’s national team player or a national team coach. So the
Icelandic FA (KSI) visited all the clubs in the country. It is the biggest
grassroots project they have ever had and they gave out 16.000 copies.
There are only 20,500 players of all ages in Iceland so close to 80% of
all of their players received a copy.
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RECOGNITION - Badges
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development
-

Andy Ault, Arundel Soccer Association, Maryland,USA uses
this example of using the web and badges or reward
patches to recognize achievement:
‘We will sometimes create team challenges or achievement rewards
based on an online video. For example - watch this player use this
certain skill - any player who can successfully use this skill in our next
game will earn reward patch. Sometimes these will also be rewards or
challenges which stand for the entire season vs. a specific game.’

SUGGESTION BOX
Providing online ‘Badges ‘to recognize and reward achievement are an
obvious online extension of previous award schemes which provided
actual badges (e.g. The Scout Movement!) Examples of online ‘Badge’
Schemes used in currently used in education are:
http://www.awardsome.com/ and http://classbadges.com/ which are free.
And
http://online.qmags.com/TJL0513/default.aspx?pg=14&mode=1#pg14&
mode1
Coaches can devise their own criteria for awards and some Soccer
Programs are using such tools to attract local Sponsorship and the awards
can be for a variety of achievements including Attitude, Fair Play, etc.
See later in this Chapter for the example of how the Dutch Club Sparta
Rotterdam use online ‘badges’.
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GAME UNDERSTANDING
Players who have a greater understanding of the game tend to play for
longer in their lives and with more enjoyment.
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development
- View here how James Lambert, Technical Director at the Marconi Stallions
in Sydney, Australia used video to develop a two way communication
with a player to assist the player’s game understanding:
http://sportspathvideo.wordpress.com/educating-a-player/

SUGGESTION BOX
Is it also possible for you as the coach to use video or photographs to
highlight common events in games which will help your players to
understand more about the game, often with the help of team mates e.g.
positional responsibilities, what do when our team wins or loses the ball
(turnovers), set play duties attacking and defending, commitment to fair
play etc?

GIVING FEEDBACK
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development
- Gordon Hill the former Manchester United and England player who has
coached in Europe and USA: (http://www.gordonhill11.com/one-onone-soccer/) and may other coaches recommend:
http://www.zoomreports.com/ to provide online feedback reports for
players and parents.
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- Sam Laity, Pacific North West Soccer Club, Tukwila, Washington State,
USA replied to our Research Questionnaire as follows:
‘I have created a simple game evaluation template that I send to each
player after each Tournament that we attend and thus the evaluation
takes place over 3-5 games. The players are provided with 3
performance goals for practices and games along with 1 misc
comment/reflection. Players are asked to save the document and then
add their own insight into their performances via 3 bullet points.
Players then conclude with an action statement.’

- John De Witt, Houston Dynamo Academy, Texas, USA outlined:
‘We have implemented training assignments, match analysis, and
general physiological data gathering using the adidas micoach
platform. I currently track and assign workouts to all of our u16 & u18
players using the micoach website. Feedback is given via comments on
their workout, text message, email, and face to face.
In addition, we use the web-based data for player-coach meetings.

- Marcus Walfridson, Manager Sparta/Bragerøen IL Norwegian Professional
Club stated:
‘We use S2S.net as a platform for sessions, follow-up on players,
exercises and player self-evaluation.’
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SUGGESTION BOX
The Rush Soccer http://www.rushsoccer.com/ is an affiliation of over
50 Youth Soccer Clubs in the USA and throughout the world. With
regard to Feedback they have standard templates available for use by all
affiliated clubs.
New York Red Bulls have a similar system with their partner youth
soccer clubs via their private Training Program Extranet
( http://www.redbullsacademy.com/training/programs/)
This gives partner clubs access to the Red Bulls on-line training
curriculum and the following functions:
-

Team evaluation forms
Seasonal development plans
Game analysis reports
End of season team report
Individual player reports

If you are involved in a multi- club program it may be of value to
consider standardized online evaluation and feedback processes.

REVISION & CONSOLIDATION
The web provides great opportunities for coaches to encourage players to make
connections from one topic to another
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development
- John Pascarella, Assistant Coach, Sporting Kansas City (MLS),USA:
‘I will sometimes use e-mail to review a session or something we saw
on video, to reinforce a coaching point to reinforce a certain type of
behavior in the locker room. Will also send video clips to players for
viewing or articles that are interesting to certain individuals.’
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- Rob Sherman, New Zealand FA High Performance Manager (now
Head of Coach Education for Football Federation Australia).
‘We use YouTube by setting up our own channel with private access for
the players. We download game highlight packages and individual
clips for the players to view for learning and confidence building. We
also had player access to private sections in our website for appraisal
records and feedback.’
- ‘Siggi’ Eyjólfsson, Technical Director & Women's National Coach Iceland
FA:
‘Recently we started a women´s national team website with closed
access for our national team players and staff only. In there we put all
kinds of information, clips from matches, motivational videos, things
they can learn from national team matches, team meetings etc.’
- Coaches also use the web to get feedback from players. Here is Steve
Hamilton the Director of Coaching for the KYX Program for First Coast
Soccer Association, Florida USA:
‘I have used Survey Monkey with Players (and Parents) to gain
their feedback. Other tools we use include Zoom Reports (to
provide feedback to players) and iSoccer (for skill tests).
WIDER LEARNING TOPICS
Examples of Web Use to Support Player Development
The web can be very valuable in developing more than just the
individual techniques of players.
- Ricky Herbert, New Zealand Men’s Senior International Team Head Coach:
‘We use both email and a web format for players to access not
only technical and tactical information but for online information
on nutritional and physiological data relevant to each player.’
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- The Danish Football Association in the early 2000’s developed an Intranet
to enhance the development of their 17- 21 year olds. The Case Study
(linked below) was also a subject of a presentation at the UEFA Youth
Coaches Conference in 2006:
http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-e-learning-bl/2011/01/3simple-ways-you-can-start-to-use-the-web-to-support-playerdevelopment-programmes.html
- Alistair Smith is a well respected consultant for clubs in England and the
Education Consultant for the English FA:
(http://www.alistairsmithlearning.com/). He assisted Forest Green
Rovers FC, a Professional team in England, and set up a Facebook
Group for team members and staff:
‘I started it to pull a group together quickly and in a way which was optional.
I worked on the premise that they would be curious and influenced by peer
pressure to join. It allows for links to Twitter and I can put material up
quickly and remotely. I mostly put up motivational tips; guidance on lifestyle
issues - nutrition, hydration, rest, recovery, rehabilitation and then anything
of curiosity which I find in the press, through social media or is sent to me.’
- Chris Gooch, Cheltenham Town Ladies FC, England informed us:
‘We present ideas and information on Facebook and have been running
a nutritional / health information blog every few days to give players
advice on preparation and recovery in conjunction with the Strength
and Conditioning sessions our S&C coach provides.’
- Some coaches use their VLE to archive content like Eddie Hertsenberg
Head Coach, Dayton Dutch Lions Academy, Ohio, US:
‘Facebook is a great place to house educational videos and team topics. When
using specific Facebook pages (i.e. team pages), information can be posted and
stay forever, always available to be used as a reference.'
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SUGGESTION BOX
There also exists of course the possibility for peer to peer coaching via
the web. Here is Jarrod Robinson 26 with an idea:
‘After introducing a pocket video camera to the classroom, students
can take up the role of "film crew" once on a week by week rotation
basis. Their task is to capture the moments that make up a practical
lesson. This might include anything from skill training to game play
and tactical instruction etc.’
‘They could then be involved in the editing and distribution of the class
video via YouTube. With a little guidance from the classroom teachers
the film crew would essentially be completing a scaled up modernized
version of the peer assessment. Once the content is online students
could easily comment and review their own and others technique,
creating what would essentially be an online portfolio demonstrating
then learning of new skills.’

If you have not signed up for a subscription VLE package (e.g. Inside Soccer
or S2S) we have provided on the next page ( 93) a Draft Plan to maximize the
use of several tools for your VLE.

26

http://thepegeek.com/about/
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Why?

What to include?

How?

1.Set Short /Long
term objectives

Age and Position
Appropriate

Text ,Video
Examples + Q& A

2. Engage & Inspire

Video

You Tube & UEFA
Training Ground

3. Prime for this
week

Practices

Session Planner

4. Homework

Simple examples

You Tube & UEFA
Training Ground

6. Response

Have they
understood?

Tests & Quizzes

5. Consolidate

Key messages

Q&A
Discussion
Peer > Peer advice

6. Feedback

Strengths and
Weaknesses
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CASE STUDY
Bespoke Model
SPARTA ROTTERDAM YOUTH ACADMEY
The club is the oldest professional club in Holland in the second tier of
Dutch Football. The club is one of three professional football clubs
from Rotterdam, the others being Excelsior and Feyenoord.
The club is famous, however, for its Youth Academy, which is rated with
the maximum of 4 Stars by the KNVB (Dutch FA). The club received the
prestigious Rinus Michels Award for having the best youth academy in the
Netherlands during the 2008-09 season. Sparta also finished runners-up
for the award in seasons 2007-08 and 2009-10.
A coach at the Academy Marcel van der Net created a most exciting
innovation - the PMTOTZ’s Athletic Tracking System ‘Sports Admin.’
Marcel played more than 500 games in the top two leagues in Holland
between 1985 and 2002. He is now the coach at FC Utrecht. The system
he developed is now used by several other Youth Academies in Holland
(e.g. SC Heerenveen /FC Emmen and FC Dordecht) and other clubs have
originated similar systems of their own.

The system provides a VLE - basically a password protected Extranet which
provides two major functions for Sparta - Administrative and
Developmental.
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1. Administration
All the administration for the Academy is through and via the system:
Attendance Records, Team Sheets
Player, Medical Records and Academic Records ( where appropriate)
The Academy Technical Curriculum
Notification of Training and Games, Fixtures & Results
Communication with players and parents
Newsletter to parents every two weeks
2. Technical /Tactical Development
All players have their own profile page
All feedback is recorded via the system (no paper record books)
Authorization can be set to ensure players, parents & staff have access
only to those areas they need to see
Access can be regulated to’ read only’ or ‘edit
Coaches’ Sessions are planned and displayed on the site so that
players can preview and consolidate learning. This can also assist
players if they miss sessions through injury or illness
Football Homework assignments are provided
Key data on players is stored and can be used to provide ‘bench marks.’
All assessment and feedback to the players and the parents is via the
system: this can be as simple as awarding ‘gold stars’ (in digital form!)
for the young players to post on their profile.
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From 13 years-18 years of age feedback is provided weekly.
-

The Academy game is videoed on a Sunday and coded on Sunday
night to include both key aspects of the game and key involvement for
each player.

-

Each player is sent an e-mail on Sunday night with a link to view their
individualized video clips (no more than 5 minutes).

-

Each player is required to assess their performance.

-

(against agreed performance criteria) on Sunday or Monday. This
assessment is posted by the player in the system.

-

The team coach can see when the player views the clips and when
player post his evaluation about his own performance. When the
player has completed this, the coach will provide his assessment of
the player’s performance.

-

Weekly feedback therefore grows into ongoing evaluation of
performance.

The system does therefore provide a full administrative, technical and
tactical tracking service of the player from the moment he joins the
Academy until he leaves. All players in the Sparta Academy have access to
the internet via school, home or their own mobile device.
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Subscription Models
As mentioned in Chapter 3 there are subscription alternatives to develop your
VLE. The most notable of these are from Inside Soccer:
(http://www.insidesoccer.com/products/club-access/) and S2S (https://gbfootball.s2s.net/home/) As the market leader in subscription packages for clubs
we review in this Case Study S2S.
CASE STUDY Subscription Model
S2S : SECRET TO SPORTS
www.s2s.net
This online coaching platform helps coaches and players in many countries –
especially on grassroots levels, to improve the quality of coaching and training.
S2S have been in operation for more than 10 years. They operate globally being
translated into 15 languages. The system was initially developed in Scandinavia
and is provided free to all clubs in Norway by the Norwegian Football
Association. It is now used by over 1,200 clubs and more than 20,000 coaches
in Norway.
Throughout the rest of the world S2S is used by over 7,000 clubs and over
40,000 coaches.
Its principle features allows each club to provide a private site for each team
and indeed each player in each team. S2S provide recommended video
practices (augmented by Norwegian FA video practices for clubs in Norway)
but coaches are able to import their own video.
Major Benefits of the system are:
The S2S library is built up around 156 football skills - 120 for field
players and 36 for goal keepers. It contains more than 1,750 drills and
practices shown with video.
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There are 72 ready made training sessions for U6-8, U9-10 and U1112: 24 sessions for each group.
Every session is systematic formed according to defined activity
categories.
Every exercise shown with text, diagram/2D animation and video.
The System allows the coach to:
-

Manage and review all the activities, and share with other groups

-

Send out e-mails or SMS to different groups, teams or single
persons in your club.
In 5 minutes the coach can insert a complete readymade season plan
into the calendar of the team and of the players. The coaches can also
prepare their own development plan for the different age groups
Data can be developed including information about training, matches
and development for the team and for each player - year by year. You
can print out Log books and reports for each respective season
The Player can be provided with training homework, preparations for
the training sessions and an online log book per season.
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Take Home Message
Decide on a Learning Philosophy
Assess where your VLE can be most useful in supporting
this Philosophy
Try some of these tasks using your VLE:
-

Introduce a new topic by inspiring them with video

-

Prime your players for subsequent practice sessions

-

Set Homework

-

Ask your players to reflect on performances

-

Provide Feedback

How have you maximized the use of your VLE?
We are conducting a survey on the tools used by Soccer Coaches.
You can access the survey via the Sports Path Blog here
http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-e-learning-bl/soccercoaching-and-the-web-survey.html or typing in ‘Sports Path
elearning Blog ‘into Your Search Engine. Details of the survey are
at the bottom of the left hand column
If you complete the short survey we will ensure you receive a
Free PDF Copy of ‘Soccer Coaching and the Web: A Guide to
Support Coach Development’ available in 2014.
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CHAPTER 6: Specifically Mobile
Many of the tools outlined in this book are available on PCs, Laptops, Desktops
and Mobile devices. In this Chapter, however, we will review the following topics
relating specifically to Mobile Devices:
Mobile and Smartphone Usage
How can mobile devices support Player Development?
How can Apps support Player Development?
How to use Micro Blogging (e.g. Twitter)
1.

Mobile and Smartphone Usage
Mobiles:
At the end of 2012 there were 6.8 billion global mobile
subscriptions27 and according to estimates by Cisco28 by 2016 there
will be 10 billion global mobile internet devices in use.
Smartphones : defined as ‘a mobile phone that is able to perform many
of the functions of a computer.’

-

It is predicted 29 that 1 billion smartphones will be sold in 2014 –
about double the number of PCs it is expected will be sold in 2014.

-

37% of teens in the USA have a Smartphone and amongst these
50% access the internet primarily via the mobile device.30

27

http://mobithinking.com/mobile-marketing-tools/latest-mobilestats/a#subscribers
http://pewinternet.org/Reports/2012/Future-of-Apps-andWeb/Overview.aspx
28

29

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/1862714
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-

In the USA 50% of High Schoolers and 40% of Middle Schoolers now
use Smartphones or tablets on a regular basis.31

-

Time spent on apps now outpaces time spent on the desktop or mobile
Web.32

(Wikipedia33 defines an app as a software application designed to run
on Smartphones, tablet computers and other mobile devices).

2 How can mobile devices support Player Development?
There would appear to be at least three areas where support can be enhanced
by mobile devices:

i.

To view content from your VLE

Whilst web links and documents will open on mobile devices, not all video
(for example on You Tube) is encoded to show on mobile devices. The best
way to solve this problem with YouTube would appear to be:
o Download the free YouTube app
o Include the URL of the video on your VLE
http://www.wikihow.com/Watch-YouTube-Videos-onan-iPhone

30

http://www.pewresearch.org/daily-number/a-quarter-of-teens-mostly-accessthe-internet-using-their-cell-phones/
http://www.tmcnet.com/topics/articles/2012/10/22/313032-teenagesmartphone-tablet-users-50-percent-study.htm
31

32

http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/152706/#axzz2hyWXZlvU

33

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_app
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ii.

To share video content at Practice and Training Sessions
For example uploading Video FROM your Smartphone to a
YouTube account which you can then show via your mobile device:
see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U58ULAsMVl8

iii.

Use Specific Apps to then share content with your players

Apps are considered to be best for narrowly defined repetitive tasks. Chris
Anderson and Michael Wolff have pointed out in Wired Magazine 34 that:
‘Over the past few years, one of the most important shifts in the digital world
has been the move from the wide-open Web to closed platforms ( e.g. Facebook)
that use the Internet for transport but not the browser for display. Because the
screens are smaller, such mobile traffic tends to be driven by specialty software,
mostly apps, designed for a single purpose. For the sake of the optimized
experience on mobile devices, users forgo the general-purpose browser. They
use the Net, but not the Web. Fast beats flexible.’
So apps can be valuable in helping the coach to direct players to specific focused
content in a closed safe environment.

34

http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/08/ff_webrip/all/1
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3. How can Apps support Player Development?
The basis of this book has been to develop a VLE in order to share
content with players. It seems critical therefore that any app used must
meet these criteria:

- Content can be shared, via the VLE, YouTube or for example by Email
- All Players with Mobile devices can access the content
- There is the opportunity for players to comment on the content: to the
coach and with each other
What are the options?

- I have curated a list of over 50 ‘apps for soccer coaching’ on this page
on my Scoop.it site: http://www.scoop.it/t/apps-for-soccercoaching
We do not claim this list is exhaustive but it does indicate the wide range
on offer. Please take the opportunity to post your reviews of apps on this
site.

- Some are endorsed by National Associations e.g. the English FA’s
Coach App https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/fa-coachsapp/id686938089?mt=8

- Some are endorsed by well known coaches e.g. Rafa Benitez
http://www.rafabenitez.com/web/in/interviews/globall-coachwelcome-the-next-evolution/1469/

- Some are endorsed by the NSCAA and Jose Mourinho
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.com.forwardgre
en.MTBNSCAA&hl=en

- Some endorsed by well known players e.g. Wayne Rooney and Alex
Morgan endorse ‘Five Star Training’
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/fivestartraining/id660306520?mt=8
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- From the research we have completed via the Sports Path Newsletter
the clear market leader in 2013 is Academy Soccer Coach (ASC)
http://www.academysoccercoach.com
This product also meets the criteria outlined above. It currently
provides online coaching resources for over 20,000 coaches in 132
countries worldwide. Using the ASC Mobile App for Session
Planning offline, you can do the following:

o

Plan and prepare on the move

o

Work both ON & OFF-LINE

o

Work on both Apple's iOS and Android devices

o

Create, Store & Share Directly Via Your Device

For a free trial click here www.AcademySoccerCoach.com

4. How to use Micro Blogging ( e.g. Twitter)
In Chapter 2 we highlighted the role Twitter can play in capturing
knowledge and developing a network of trusted colleagues. These
aspects focused upon how the coach can interact with other coaches.
There are, however, ways in which Twitter can assist the coach interact
with players:
Tweet to your players about links to your VLE- simply
inform players that new content has been posted on the
VLE
Provide Video links to view - as a ‘taster’ to give players
direct access to video
Twitter is also ideal for short Q/A interaction, organizing
chats around specific topics using hashtags (#) and as one
to one backchannels in real time - similar to Instant
Messaging. The advantage of Twitter over Text Messaging
is that the coach can engage with players via Twitter
without needing to exchange telephone numbers.
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Using Vine (https://vine.co/) Vine is a mobile app that
enables its users to create and post short video clips. The
service was introduced with a maximum clip length of six
seconds and can be shared or embedded on social
networking services such as Twitter and Facebook.
Using Infographics

- Wikipedia

35

define Infographics as ‘Information

graphics or infographics are graphic visual representations
of information, data or knowledge intended to present complex
information quickly and clearly.’
‘A Picture is worth a thousand words’ and infographics are
now used in mainstream education to provide simple clear
representations of knowledge via Twitter messages.
Here is an example created about Jose Mourinho
http://thewhistle.com/news/soccer/infographic-careerchelsea-coach-jose-mourinho/817/
And one based on developing confidence in soccer players:
http://www.soccerpsychologytips.com/2013/proactivereactiveconfidence/?goback=%2Egmp_2321345%2Egde_2321345
_member_275103931#%21
The value for coaches is that they can be a medium to
provide simple information - like reminders - to players in
an easily accessible and visual manner via a mobile device.

- Here are some links to sites to help you develop inforgraphics:
o http://readwrite.com/2013/06/10/5-tools-for-creatingyour-own-infographics#awesm=~oky1FhC7AJKVmC
o http://www.quicksprout.com/2013/07/25/how-to-createa-popular-infographic/
o http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/infographic-tools/
35

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infographic
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Take Home Message
Make sure the content on your VLE can be viewed by
Mobile devices

Download the YouTube app onto your Smartphone
Explore the value of apps
Check out the section on ‘apps’ on our Online course
we have developed on: ‘How to support Player
Development’ Details at www.sportspath.com

Let us know how you are using Mobile Devices to
support player development. We are conducting a
survey on how Soccer Coaches use Mobile Devices.
The Survey is here on the Sports Path Elearning Blog:
http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-e-learningbl/soccer-coaching-and-the-web-survey.html
If you complete the short survey we will ensure you receive a
Free PDF Copy of ‘Soccer Coaching and the Web: A Guide to
Coach Development’ available in 2014.
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The Companion Online Course to this Book:
‘How to use the web to support Player
Development’
focuses on how to develop the skills outlined in this book’
For Details of this course please go to
www.sportspath.com
You can also share your experiences in using the web to support
player development in any of the forums below by either
following the URL or via the Search function in these Social
Network;
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Soccer-CoachingWeb-6547554?trk=my_groups-b-grp-v
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1375660489345960/
Scoop.it http://www.scoop.it/t/online-learning-for-soccer-playersand-coaches
Google +
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/109673406350514934
884
Follow us on Twitter @Sportspath
Blog: http://sportspath.typepad.com/sports-path-e-learning-bl/

NB: FOR BULK ORDERS OF THIS BOOK – SOCCER COACHING
AND THE WEB: A GUIDE TO SUPPORT PLAYER
DEVELOPMENT’ PLEASE CONTACT ROBIN AT
RRUSSELL@SPORTSPATH.COM
Coming Titles : A Guide to Support Coach Development
Coming soon in November 2014 - ‘Soccer Coaching and the Web: A Guide
to Support Coach Development’ for those coaches involved in the initial
training and ongoing development of soccer coaches at all levels.
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Other Products from Sports Path™
Online Courses : The LMA School of Football Management
Course 1: ‘Creating a Culture of Excellence’
Focusing on leadership for soccer coaches and including 6 hours of video
clips with Sir Alex Ferguson, Arsene Wenger, Fabio Capello, Roy Hodgson,
David Moyes and Howard Wilkinson
Course 2: ‘Evaluating Performance’ –in conjunction with Prozone
Sports the world leaders in Performance Analysis
Focusing on improving how coaches evaluate players and teams the course
highlights good practice in English, French, Dutch and Turkish clubs with
over 300 Video Interview clips from 15 respected experts including LMA
Managers, Youth Academies Directors and respected Performance Analysts.
For details go to www.sportspath.com
Online Course - Soccer Diet: Soccer Diet: The Simplest Way to
Improve Your Team’s Performance
Professor Jay Williams of Virginia Tech, USA, has combined with Sports
Path™ to develop an online course to assist coaches to improve the diet
of their players with the goal of improving performance on the pitch.
For details go to http://www.scienceofsocceronline.com/
Book: With Dr.Lee Hancock ‘Potentialing Your Child In Soccer: A
parent's guide for helping kids maximize their potential in soccer
and in life’ Purchase of this book also includes access to 4 FREE Soccer
Parent Online Courses .For details go to www.sportspath.com
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